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PREFACE.

To preserve Euclid's order, to supply omissions, to

remove defects, to give brief notes of explanation and

simpler methods of proof in cases of acknowledged

difficulty—such are the main objects of this Edition of

the Elements.

The work is based on the Greek text, as it is given

in the Editions of August and Peyrard. To the

suggestions of the late Professor De Morgan, published

in the Companion to the British Almanack for 1849,

I have paid constant deference.

A limited use of symbolic representation, wherein

the symbols stand for words and not for operations,

is generally regarded as desirable, and I have been

assured, by the highest authorities on this point, that

the symbols employed in this book are admissible in

the Examinations at Oxford and Cambridge.^

I have generally followed Euclid's method of proof,

but not to the exclusion of other methods recom-

^ I regard this point as completely settled in'"Cambridge by
the following notices prefixed to the papers on Euclid set in

the Senate-House Examinations :

I. In the Previous Examination

:

In answers to tJuse questions any intelligible symbols and abbre-

viations may be used.

II. In the Mathematical Tripos :

In answers to the questions on Euclid the symbol— mxist not

he used. The only abbreviation admitted for the square on AB
is " sq. on AB," and for the rectangle contained by AB and CD,

"red. AB, CD."
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mended by their simplicity, such as the demonstrations

by which I propose to replace (at least for a first read-

ing) the difficult Tiieorems 5 and 7 in the First Book.

I have also attempted to render many of the proofs, as

for instance Propositions 2, 13, and 35 in Book I., and

Proposition 13 in Book II., less confusing to the

learner.

In Propositions 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the Second

Book I have ventured to make an important change in

Euclid's mode of exposition, by omitting the diagonals

from the diagrams and the gnomons from the text.

In the Thii^d Book I have deviated with even

greater boldness from the preci-e line of Euclid's

method. For it is in treating of the properties of the

circle that the importance of certain matters, to which

reference is made in the Notes of the present volume,

is fully brought out. I allude especially to the appli-

cation of Superposition as a test of equality, to the

conception of an Angle as a magnitude capable of

unlimited increase, and to the development of the

methods connected with Loci and Symmetry.

The Exercises have been selected with considerable

care, chiefly from the Senate House Examination

Papers. They are intended to be progressive and easy,

so that a learner may from the first be induced to

work out something for himself.

I desire to express my thanks to the friends who

have improved this work by their suggestions, and to

beg for further help of the same kind.

J. HAMBLIN SMITH

Caiibridge, li>73-



ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRY.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

U'hen a block of stone is hewn from the rock, we call it a

Solid Body. The stone-cutter shapes it, and brings it into

that which we call regularity of form ; and then it becomes

a Solid Figure.

Now suppose the figure to be such that the

block has six flat sides, each the exact counter-

part of the others ; so that, to one who stands

facing a corner of the block, the three sides

which ^e visible present the appearance re-

presented in this diagram.

Each side of the figure is called a Surface ; and when
smoothed and polished, it is called a Plane Surface.

The sharp and well-defined edges, in which each pair of

sides meets, are called Linc^.

The place, at which any three of the edges meet, is called

a Point.

A Magnitude is anything which is made up of parts in any

way like itself. Thus, a line is a magnitude ; because we may
regard it as made up of parts which are themselves lines.

The properties Length, Breadth (or Width), and Thickness

(or Depth or Height) of a body are called its Dinicndons.

We make the following distinction between Solids, Surfaces,

Lines, and Points :

A Solid has three dimensions, Length, Breadth, Thickness.

A Surface has two dimensions. Length, Breadth.

A Line hns one dimension, Length.

A point has no dimensions.

8. E.



BOOK I,

DEFINITIONS.

I. A PoixT is that which has no parts.

This is equivalent to saying that a Point has no magnitude,

since we define it as that which cannot be divided into smaller

parts.

II. A Line is length without breadth.

"We cannot conceive a visible line without breadth ; but

we can reason about lines as if they had no breadth, and this

is what Euclid requires us to do.

III. The Extremities of finite Lines are points.

A point marks j)Osition, as for instance, the place where a

line begias or ends, or meets or crosses another line.

IV. A Straight Line is one which lies in the same direction

from point to point throughout its length.

V. A Surface is that which has length and breadth only.

VI. The Extremities of a Surface are lines.

VII. A Plane Surface is one in which, if any two points

be taken, the straight line between them lies wholly in that

surface.

Thus the ends of an uncut cedar-pencil are plane surfaces
;

but the rest of the surface of the pencil is not a plane surface,

since two points may be taken in it such that the straight line

j oining them will not lie on the surface of the pencil

In our introductory remarks we gave examples of a Surface,

a Line, and a Point, as we know them through the evidence

of the senses.
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The Surfaces, liines, and Points of Geometry may be regarded

as mental pictures of the surfaces, lines, and points which we

know from experience.

It is, however, to be observed that Geometry requires us to

conceive the possibility of the existence

of a Surface apart from a Solid body,

of a Line apart from a Surface-

of a Point apart from a Line.

YIII. When two straight lines meet one another, the inclina-

tion of the lines to one another is called an Angle.

When tn:o straight lines have one point common to both,

they are said to form an angle (or angles) at that point. The

point is called the xertex of the angle (or angles), and the lines

are called the arms of the angle (or angles).

^ ^

Thus, if the lines OA, OB are terminated at the same
point 0, they form an angle, which is called the angle at 0, or

the angle AOB, or the angle BOA,— the letter ^which marks
the vertex being put between those that mark the arms.

Again, if the line CO meets the line DE at a point in the
line DE, so that is a point common to both lines, CO is said

to make with DE the angles COD, COE ; and these (as having
one arm, CO, common to both) are called adjacent angles.

Lastly, if the lines FG, HK cut each other in the point 0,
the lines make with each other four angles FOH, HOG, GOK,
KOF ; and- of these GOH, FOK ure called vertically opposite

angles, as also are FOH and GOK.
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"When tlirte or more straight lines as OA, OB, OC, OD have

a point common to all, the angle formed by one of them, OD,

with OA may be regarded as being made up of the angles AOB,
BOC, COB; that is, we may speak of the angle AOD as a

whole, of which the parts are the angles AOB, BOC, and CO!)-

Hence we may regard an angle as a Magnitude, inasmuch

as any angle may be regarded as being made up of parts which

are themselves angles.

The size of an angle depends in no way on the length of

the arms by which it is bounded.

We shall explain hereafter the restriction on the magnitude

of angles enforced by Euclid's definition, and the important

results that follow an extension of the definition.

IX. When a straight line (as AB) meeting another straight

line (as CD) makes the adjacent

angles (ABC and ABD) equal

to one another, each of the angles

is called a Right Angle ; and

each line is said to be a Per-

pendicular to the other. ^

X. An Obtuse Angle is one

which is greater than a right

ansle.

^4

XI. An Acute Angle is one

which is less than a right angle.

XII. A Figure is that which is enclosed by one or more

boundaries.
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XIII. A Circle is a plane figure contained by one line,

which is called the Circumferexce, and is such, that all

straight lines drawn to the circumference from a certain point

(called the Centre) within the figure are equal to one

another.

XIV. Any straight line drawn from the centre of a circle to

the circumference is called a Radius.

XV. A Diameter of a circle is a straight line drawn through

the centre and terminated both ways by the circumference.

Thus, in the diagram, is the centre of the circle ABCD,
OA, OB, OC, OD are Radii of the circle, and the straight line

AOD is a Diameter. 'Hence the radius of a circle is half the

diameter.

XVI. A Semicircle is the figure contained by a diametei

and the part of the circumference cut off by the diameter.

XVII. Rectilinear figures are those which are contained

by straight lines.

The Perimeter (or Periphery) of a rectilinear figure is the

sum of its sides.
<"

XVIII. A Triangle is a plane figure contained by three

straight lines.

XIX. A Quadrilateral is a plane figure contained by

four straight lines.

XX. A Polygon is a plane figure contained by more than

four straight lines.

When a polygon has all its sides equal and all its angles

equal it is called a regular polygon.
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XXI. An Equilateral Triangle is one which

has all its sides equal.

XXII. An Isosceles Triangle is one which

has two sides equal.

The third side is often called the hase, of the /

triangle. /_

The term hase, is applied to any one of the sides of a

triangle to distinguish it from the other two, especially when

they have been previously mentioned.

XXIII. A Eight-axcled Triangle is

one in which one of the angles is a right

an ale.

The side suhtcnding, that is, ichich is opposite the right anatle,

is called the Hypotenuse.

XXIV. An Obtuse-angled Triangle is

one in which one of the angles is obtuse.

It will be shewn hereafter that a triangle ean have only

one of its angles either equal to, or greater than, a right angle.

XXV. An Acute-ANGLED Triangle is one in / \
which ALL the angles are acute. /'

XXVI. Parallel Straight Lines are such

as, being in the same plane, never meet when m
continually produced in both directions.

Euclid proceeds to put forward Six Postulates, or Eequests,

that he may be allowed to make certain assumptions on the

construction of figures and the properties of geometrical mag-

nitudes.
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Postulates

Let it be granted

—

I. That a straight line may be drawn from any one point to

any other point.

II. That a terminated straight line may be produced to any

length in a straight line.

III. That a circle may be described" from any centre at any

distance from that centre.

IV. That all right angles are equal to one another.

y. That two straight lines cannot enclose a space.

VI. That if a straight line meet two other straight lines,

so as to make the two interior angles on the same side of it,

taken together, less than two right angles, these straight

lines being continually produced shall at length meet upon

that side, on which are the angles, which are together less

than two right angles.

The word rendered "Postulates" is in the original

ahriiJLaTa, " requests."

In the first three Postulates Euclid states the use, under

certain restrictions, which he desires to make of certain in-

struments for the construction of lines and circles.

In Post. I. and ii. he asks for the use of the straight ruler,

(therewith to draw straight lines. The restriction is, that the

ruler is not supposed to be marked with divisions so as to

measure lines.

In Post. III. he asks for the use of a pair of compasses,

wherewith to describe a circle, whose centre is at one extremity

of a given line, and whose circumference passes through the

other extremity of that line. The restriction is, that

the compasses are not supposed to be capable of CMiveying

distances.

Post. IV. and v. refer to simple geometrical facts, which

Euclid desires to take for granted.

Post. VI. may, as we shall shew hereafter, be deduced

from a more simple Postulate. The student must defer

the consideration of this Postulate, till he has reached the

17th Proposition of Book I.

Euclid next enumerates, as statements of fact, nine Axioms
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or, as he calls them, Common Notions, applicable (with the

exception of the eighth) to all kinds of magnitudes, and not

necessarily restricted, as are the Postulates, to geometrical

magnitudes.

Axioms.

I. Things which are equal to the same thing are equal to

one another.

II. If equals be added to equals, the wholes are equal.

III. K equals be taken from equals, the remainders are

equal.

IV. If equals and unequals be added together, the wholes

are unequal.

V. If equals be taken from unequals, or unequals from

equals, the remainders are unequal.

VI. Things which are double of the same thing, or of equal

things, are equal to one another.

VII. Things which are halves of the same thing, or of equal

things, are equal to one another.

VIII. Magnitudes which coincide with one another are

equal to one another.

IX. The whole is greater than its part.

"With his Common Notions Euclid takes the ground of

authority, saying in effect, " To my Postulates I request, to

my Common Notions I claim, your assent."

Euclid develops the science of Geometry in a series of

Propositions, some of which are called Theorems and the rest

Problems, though Euclid himself makes no such distinction.

By the name Theorem we understand a truth, capable of

demonstration or proof by deduction from truths previously

admitted or proved.

By the name Problem we understand a construction, capable

of being effected by the employment of principles of construc-

tion previously admitted or proved.

A Corollary is a Theorem or Problem easily deduced from,

or effected by means of, a Proposition to which it is attached.

We shall divide the First Book of the Elements into three

sections. The reason for this division will appear in the course

of the work.
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS USED IN BOOK I.

for because I © for circle

.' therefore
j
qcq circumference

= is (or are) equal to
j

ii parallel

L angle
! O .......parallelogram

A - triangle
| JL perpendicular

equilat equilateral

extr exterior

intr interior

pt point

rectil rectilinear

reqd required

rt right

sq square

sqq squares

8t straight

It is well known that one of the chief difficulties with

learners of Euclid is to distinguish Ijetween what is assumed,

or given, and what has to be proved in some of the Pro-

positions. To make the distinction clearer we shall put in

italics the statements of what has to be done in a Problem,

and what has to be proved in a Theorem. The last line in the

proof of every Proposition states, that what had to be done

or proved has been done or proved.

The letters q. e. f. at the end of a Problem stand for Quod
erat faciendum.

The letters q. e. d. at the end of a Theorem stand for Quod
erat demonstrandum.

<

In the marginal references :

Post, stands for Postulate.

Def. Detinition.

Ax Axiom.

I. 1 Book I. Proposition 1.

Hyp. stands for Hypothesis, sujyposition, and refers to

something granted, or assumed to be true.
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SECTION I.

On the Properties of Triangles. ^

Proposition I. Problem.

To describe an equilateral triangle on a given siraigni

line.

Let ABhe the given st. line.

It is required to describe an equilat. A on AB.

With centre A and distance AB describe © BCD. Post. 3.

With centre B and distance BA describe © ACE. Post. 3.

From the pt. C, in which the © s cut one another,

draw the st. lines CA, CB. Post. 1.

T^en will ABC be an equilat. a .

For .• ^ is the centre of © BCD,
.: AC=AB. Def. 13

And •.• Bis the centre of © ACE,
.'. BC=AB. Def. 13.

Now •.• ^(7, jBOare each=^5,
.-. AC=BC. Ax. 1.

Thus AC, AB, BC are all equal, and an equilat. A ABC
has been described on AB.

Q. E. F.
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Proposition II. Problem.

From a given point to draw a straight line equal to a

given straight line.

Let A be the given pt., and BC the given st. line.

It is required to draw from A a st. line equal to BC.

From A to B draw the st. line AB.

On AB describe the equilat. A ABD.
With centre B and distance BC describe © CGH.

Produce DB to meet the Qce CGH in G.

With centre D and distance DG describe © GKL.

Produce DA to meet the Qcq GKL in L.

Then wiU AL=BC.

For •/ B\s, the centre of © CGH,

.: BC=BG.
And '.' D is the centre of GKL,

.: DL=DG.
And parts of these, DA and DB, are equal.

.'. remainder J.i= remainder BG.

But BC=BG ;

.-. AL=BC.

Thus from pt, A a st. line AL has been drsLwn=BC.

Post. 1.

I. 1.

Post. 3.

Post. 3.

Def. 13.

Def. 13.

Def. 21.

Ax. 3.

Ax. 1.

K. F.
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Proposition III. Problem.

From the greater of two given straight lines to cut off

a part equal to the less.

I. 2.

Ax. 1.

Q. E. F.

Let ABhe the greater of the two given st. lines AB, CD.

It is required to cut offfrom AB a part=CD.

From A draw the st. line AE=CD.
With centre A and distance AE describe © EFH,

cutting AB in F.

Then will ^F= CD.

For '.' Ais the centre of FFH,
.-. AF=AE.

But AE=CD;
.-. AF=CD.

Thus from AB a part AF has been cut off= CD.

Exercises.

1. Shew that if straight lines be drawn from A and B in

the diagram of Prop. i. to the other point in which the circles

intersect, another equilateral triangle will be described on

AB.

2. Bj a consh'uction similar to that in Prop. iii. produce

the le.ss of two given straight lines that it may be equal to the

grea':er,

3. L)raw a figure for the case in Prop, ii., in which the

given point coincides wirh B.

4. By a similar construction to that in Prop. i. describe

on a given straight line an isosceles triangle, whose equal sides

shall be each equal to another given straight line.
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Proposition IY. Theorem.

If iv:o triangles have two sides of the one eqv.al to tivo sides

of the other, each to each, and have likeicise the angles contained

by those sides equal to one another, they must have their third

sides equal; and the two triangles must he equal, and the other

angles must he equal, each to each, viz. those to which the equal

sides are opposite.

0_

B c :e j

In the AS ABC, DEF,
let AB=DE, and AC=LF, and z BAC= l EDF.

Then mud BC=EF and A ABC = ^ DEF, and the other

L s, to which the equal sides are opposite, must be equal, that

is, L ABC= L DEF and i ACB= i DEE.

For, if A ABC be applied to A DEF,
so that A coincides with D, and AB falls on DE^

then •.' AB=DE, .: B will coincide with E.

And •.' AB coincides with DE, and z BAC-= z EDF, Hyp.

.•.,4C will fall on DF.
Then '.• AC=DF, .\ C will coincide with F.

And .• B will coincide with E, and C with F^

.-. BC will coincide with EF

;

for if not, let it fall otherwise as EOF: then the two st.

lines BC, EF will enclose a space, which is impossible. Post. 5.

.•. BC will coincide with and .". is equal to EF, Ax. 8.

and A ABC a DEF,

and z ABC z DEF,

and z ACB z DEE.

Q. E. B'
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Note 1. On the Method of Superposition.

Two geometrical magnitudes are said, in accordance with

Ax. VIII. to be equal, when they can be so placed that the

boundaries of the one coincide with the boundaries of the

other.

Thus, two straight lines are equal, if they can be so placed

that the points at their extremities coincide : and two angles

are equal, if they can be so placed that their vertices coincide

in position and their arms in direction : and two triangles are

equal, if they can be so placed that their sides coincide in

direction and magnitude.

In the application of the test of equality by this Method of

Superposition, we assume that an angle or a triangle may be

moved from one place, turned over, and put down in another

place, withodt altering the relative positions of its boundaries.

We also assume that if one part of a straight line coincide

with one part of another straight line, the other parts of the

lines also coincide in direction ; or, that straight lines, which

coincide in two points, coincide when produced.

The method of Superposition enables us also to compare

magnitudes of the same kind that are unequal. For example,

suppose ABC and BEF to be two given angles.

B C J^ ^
Suppose the arm BC to be placed on the arm EF, and the

vertex B on the vertex E.

Then, if the arm BA coincide in direction with the arm ED,
the angle ABG is equal to F>EF.

If BA fall between ET) and EF in the direction EF,
A'BC is less than DEE.

If BA fall in the direction EQ so that EF) is between

EQ and EF, ABC is greater than DEF.
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KoTE 2. On the Conditions of Equality of two Triangles,

A Triangle is composed of six parts, three sides and three

angles.

When the six parts of one triangle are equal to the six

parts of another triangle, each to each, the Triangles are said

to be equal in all respects.

There are four cases in which Euclid proves that two tri-

angles are equal in all respects ; viz., when the following parts

are equal in the two triangles.

1. Two sides and the angle between them. I. 4,

2. Two angles and the side between them. I. 26.

3. The three sides of each. I, 8.

4. Two angles and the side opposite one of them. I. 26.

The Propositions, in which these cases are proved, are the

most important in our First Section.

The first case we have proved in Prop. iv.

Availing ourselves of the method of superposition, we can

prove Cases 2 and 3 by a process more simple than that em-

ployed by Euclid, and with the further advantage of bringing

them into closer connexion with Case 1. We shall therefore

give three Propositions, which we designate A, B, and C, in

the Place of Euclid's Props, v. vi. vii. viii.

The displaced Propositions will be found on pp. 108-112.

Proposition A corresponds with Euclid I. 5.

B I. 26, first part.

G 1.8.
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Proposition A. Theorem.

Ij two sides of a triangle be equal, the angles opposite those

sides must also be equo2.

In the isosceles triangle ABC, let AC=AB. (Fig. 1.)

Uen must l ABC= l ACB
Imagine the A ABC to be taken up, turned round, and set

do.vn again in a reversed position as in Fig. 2, and designate

the angular points A', B', C

Then in ^^ ABC, A'C'B\

•.• AB=A'C, and AC=A'B', and z BAC= i CA'B',

.: L ABC= L A'C'B'. I. 4.

But lA'CB'^ lACB;
.'. iABC= I ACB. AX. 1.

Q.E.D.

Cor. Hence every equilateral triangle is also equiangular.

Note. When one side of a triangle is distinguished from

the other sides by being called the Base, the angular point op-

posite to that side is called the Ve-rhx of the triangle.
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Proposition B. Theorem.

If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two

angles of the other, each to each, and the sides adjacent to

the equal angles in each also equal ; then must the triangles

be equal in all respects.

In AsABC,DEF,

let / ABC= L DBF, and z ACB= z DFB, and BC=EF.

Then must AB=DE, and AC=DF, and i BAC= i EDF.

For if A DBF be applied to a ABC, so that E coincides

with B, and EF falls on BC

;

then •.• EF=BC, /. F will coincide with C

;

and •.• z DEF= z ABC, .: ED will fall on BA
;

.'. D will fall on BA or BA produced.

Again, *.• z DFE= z ACB, .: FD will fall on CA
;

.-. D will fall on CA or CA produced.

.*. D must coincide with A, the only pt. common to BA
and CA.

.'. BE will coincide with and .'. is equal to AB,

andDjP ". AC,

and I EDF l BAG,

and A DEE A ABC;
and .'. the triangles are equal in all respects.

Q. E. D.

Cor. Hence, by a process like that in Prop. A, we can prove

the following theorem :

If two angles of a triangle he eonal the sides which suht(.nd

them are also equal ^.ucl. T. 6.)
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Proposition C. Theorem.

If two triavrjles have the, three sides of the one, equal to the

three sides of the other, each to each, the triangles raust he equal

in all respects.

B or.

Let the three sides of the L s ABC, DEF he equal, each

to each, that is, AB=DE, AC=nF, and BC=EF.
Then must the triangles he equal in all respects.

Imagine the a DEF to be turned over and applied to the

A ABC, in such a way that EF coincides with BC, and the

vertex D fails on the side of BC opposite to the side on which

A falls ; and join AD.

Case I. When AD passes through BC.

Then in lABD, '.' BD=BA, .'. z BAD= l BDA, I. A.

And in l ACD, v CD= CA, .: z CAD= z CDA, I. A.

.: sum of z s BAD, CAD=sum of z s BDA, CDA, Ax, 2.

that is, iBAC= I BDC.
Hence we see, referring to the original triangles, that

iBAC= L EDF.
,',, by Prop. 4, the triangles are oqual > ill respects.
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Case II. When the line joining the vertices does not pass

through BC.

I. A.

I. A.

Then in lABD, '.' BD=BA, :. l BAD= l BDA
And in a^C'D, •/ CD=CA, .'. l CAD= l CDA_

Hence since the whole angles BAD, BDA are equal,

and parts of these CAD, CDA are equal.

.*. the remainders BAG, BDG are equal. Ax. 3.

Then, as in Case L, the equality of the original triangles

may be proved.

Case lit. When AC and CD are in the same straight

line.

A

Then in a ABD, v BD=BA, .'. z BAD= z BDA
that is, z BAC= z BDC.

I. A,

Then, as in Case I., the equality of the original triangles

may be proved,

Q. K. D.
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Proposition IX. Problem.

To bisect a given angle.

jB F a

Let BAChe the given angle.

It is required to bisect l BAG.

In AB take any pt. D.

In AC make AE=AI), and join DE.

On DE, on the side remote from A, describe an

equilat. A Di'i;. I. 1.

Join AF. Then AF will bisect z BAC.

For in AsAFD, AFE,
'.' AD=AE, and AF is common, and FD=FE,

.-. z i)J[i^= z EAF, 1. c.

that is, z jBJ.(7 is bisected by AF.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 1. Shew that we can prove this Proposition by means
of Prop. IV, and Prop. A., without applying Prop. C.

Ex. 2. If the equilateral trianorle, employed in the construc-

tion, be described with its vertex towards the given angle
;

shew that there is one ease in which the construction wiU fail,

and two in which it will hold good.

Note.— The line dividing an angle into two equal parts is

called the Bisector of the angle.
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Proposition X. Problem.

To bisect a given finite straight I

Let AB be the given st. line.

It is required to bisect AB.

On AB describe an equilat. lACB. I. 1.

Bisect /. ACB by the st. line CD meeting AB in D ; I, 9.

then AB shall be bisected in D.

For in As ACD, BCD,
'.• AC=BC, and CD is common, and z ACD= z BCD,

.-. AD=BD I. 4.

.
•. AB is bisected in D.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 1. The straight line, drawn to bisect the vertical angle

of an isosceles triangle, also bisects the base.

Ex. 2. The straight line, drawn from the vertex of an

isosceles triangle to bisect the base, also bisects the vertical

angle.

Ex. 3. Produce a given finite straight line to a point, such

that the part produced may be one-thiid of the line, which is

niade up of the whule and the part produced,
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Proposition XI. Problem.

To draw a straight line at right angles to a given straight

line from a given point in the same.

Let AB be the given st. line, and C a given pt. in it.

It is required to draw from C a st. line ± to AB.

Take any pt. D in ^C, and in CB make CE=CD.
On DE describe an equilat. A DFE.

Join FC. FC shall be ± to AB.

I. 1.

For in as DCF, ECF,
:• DC=CE, and CF is common, and FD= FE,

.'. iDCF= aECF; I.e.

and .-. FC is ± to AB. Def. 9.

Q. E. F.

Cor. To draw a straight line at right angles to a given

straight line ^Cfrom one extremity, C, take any point Z) in

AC, produce AC to E, making CE=CD, and proceed as in

the proposition.

Ex. 1. Shew that in the diagram of Prop. ix. AF and ED
intersect each other at right angles, and that ED is bisected

hj AF.

Ex. 2, If be the point in which two lines, bisecting AB
and AC, two sides of an equilateral triangle, at right angles,

meet ; shew that OA, OB, OC are all equal.

Ex. 3. Shew that Prop. xi. is a particular case of Prop. ix.
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Proposition XII. Problem.

To draw a straight line perpendicular to a given straight

lirie of an unlimited lengthfrom a given point without it.

Let AB be the given st. line of unlimited length ; C the

given pt. without it.

It is required to drawfrom C a st. line J. to AB.

Take any pt. D on the other side of AB.

With centre C and distance CD describe a cutting Al
in E and F.

Bisect EF in 0, and join CE, CO, CF. I. 10

Then CO shall be ± to AB.

For in a s COE, COF,
-.' EO=FO, and CO is common, and CE=CF,

.'. L COE= L COF
; I. c.

.-. CO is ± to AB. Def. 9.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 1. If the straight line were not of unlimited length,

how might the construction fail ?

Ex. 2. If in a triangle the perpendicular from the vertex

on the base bisect the base, the triangle is isosceles.

Ex. 3. The lines drawn from the angular points of an

equilateral triangle to the middle points of the opposite sides

are equal.
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Miscellaneous Exercises on Props. I. to Jill.

1. Draw a figure for Prop. ii. for the case when the given

point A is •

(a) below the line BC and t© the right of it.

(iS) below the line BC and to the left of it.

2. Divide a given angle into four equal parts.

3. The angles B, C, at the base of an isosceles triangle, are

bisected by the straight lines BD, CD, meeting in £> ; shew

that BDC is an isosceles triangle.

4. D, E, F are points taken in the sides BC, CA, AB, of

an equilateral triangle, so that BD= CE=AF. Shew that

the triangle DEF is equilateral.

5. In a given straight line find a point equidistant from

two given points ; 1st, on the same side of it ; 2d, on opposite

sides of it.

6. ABC is a triangle having the angle J£C acute. In BA,

)r BA produced, find a point D such that BD=CD.
7. The equal sides AB, AC, of an isosceles triangle ABC

ire produced to points F and G, so that AF=AG. BG and

CF are joined, and H is the point of their intersection. Prove

that BH=CII, and also that the angle at J. is bisected

hjAm
8. BAC, BDC are isosceles triangles, standing on oppo-

site sides of the same base BC. Prove that the straight line

from A to D bisects BC at right angles.

9. In how many directions may the line AE be drawn in

Prop. III. ?

10. The two sides of a triangle being produced, if the

angles on the other side of the base be equal, shew that the

triangle is isosceles.

11. ABC, ABD are two triangles on the same base AB
and on the same side of it, the vertex of each triangle being

outside the other. If AC=AD, shew that BC cannot =BD.
12. From C any point in a straight line AB, CD is drawn

at right angles to AB. meeting a circle described with centre

A and distance AB in D ; and froui AD, AE is cut off =AC:
Bhew that A RB y- a li-ht nnH?.
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Proposition XIII. Theorem.

ThA angles which one straight line malces with another wpon

one side of it are cither two right angles^ or together equal to two

right angles.

Fig. L Fig. 2.

Let AB make with CD upon one side of it the z s ABC,
ABD.

Then must these he either two rt. i s,

or together equal to two rt. i s

First, if z ABC= l ABB as in Fig. 1,

each of them is a rt. z . Def. 9.

Secondly, if z ABC he iiot= / ABD, as in Fig. 2,

from B draw BE ± to CD. I. 11.

Then sum of z s ABC, ABD= sum of z s BBC, EBA, ABD,
and sura of z s EBC, EBD=sum of z s BBC, EBA, ABD

;

/. sum of z s ABC, ABD^sum of z s EBC, EBD

;

Ax. 1.

.'. sura of z s ABC, ABD=mm of a rt. z and a rt. z
;

.'. z s ^56', ..4j5X» are together=two rt. z s.

O. E. D.

Ex. Straight lines drawn connecting the opposite angular

points of a quadrilateral figure intersect each other in ().

Shew that the angles at are together equal to four right

angles.

Note (1.) If two angles togfther mnke up a right angle,

each is called the Complement of the other. Thus, in fig. 2,

z ABD is the complement of z ABE.

\^:, jLt 6W0 angles together make up two right angles, each

IS called the Supplemknt of the other. Thus, in both figures,

i A BD is the si.m>lemr.nt of Z ABC.
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Proposition XIV. Theorem.

J/, at a point in a straight line, two other straight lines, upon

the opposite sides of it, make the adjacent angles together equal

to two right angles, these two straight lines must he in one and

the same straight line.

At the pt. B in the st. line AB let the st. lines BC, BD,
on opposite sides of AB, make i s ABC, ABD together= two

rt. angles.

Then BD must he in the same st. line with BC.

For if not, let BE be in the same st. line with BC.

Then z s ABC, ABE together=two rt. z s. I. 13.

And z s ABC, ABD together= two rt. z s. Hyp.

.-. sum of z s ABC, ABE=?,m\i of z s ABC, ABD.

Take away from each of these equals the z ABC
;

then z ABE^ z ABD, Ax. 3.

that is, the less= the greater ; which is impossible,

•. BE is not in the same st. line with BC.

Similarly it may be shewn that no other line but BD is in

the same st. line with BC.

.*. BD is in the same st. line with BC.

Q. E. D.

Ex. Shew the necessity of the words the opposite sides in

the enunciation.
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Proposition XV. Theorem.

// two straight lines cut one another, the vertically opposite

angles must be eqical.

Let the st. lines AB, CD cut one another in the pt. E.

Then must L AEC= l BED and z AED= l BEG.

For ••• AE meets CD,

.'. sum of z s AEC, AED= two rt. z s. I. 13.

And •.• DE meets AB,

.: sum of z s BED, AED= two rt. z s
;

I. 13.

.-. sum of z s AEC, AED= sum of z s BED, AED
;

.-. z AEC= L BED. Ax. 3.

Similarly it may be shewn that z AED= z BEC.

Q. E. D.

Corollary I. From this it is manifest, that if two straight

lines cut one another, the four angles, which they make at the

point of intersection, are together equal to four right angles.

Corollary II. All the angles, made by any number of

straight lines meeting in one point, are together equal to four

right angles.

Ex. 1. Shew that the bisectors of AED and BEC are in

the same straight line.

Ex. 2. Prove that z AED is equal to the angle between

two straight lines drawn at right angles from E to AE and

EC, if both lie above CD.

Ex. 3. If AB, CD bisect each other in E ; shew that the

triangles AED, BEC are eanal in all respects,
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Note 3. On Euclid's definition of an Angle.

Euclid directs us to regard an angle as the inclination of

two straight lines to each other, which meet, but are not in

the same straight line.

Thus he does not recognise the existence of a single angle

equal in magnitude to two right angles.

The words printed in italics are omitted as needless, in

Def. VIII., p. 3, and that definition may be extended with

advantage in the following terms :

—

Def. Let WQE be a fixed straight line, and QP a line

which revolves about the fixed point Q, and which at first

coin(>'des with QE.

Then, when QP has reached the position represented in

the diagram, we say that it has described the angle EQP.

When QP has revolved so far as to coincide with QW,
we say that it has described an angle equal to two right

angles.

Hence we may obtain an easy proof of Prop, xiii, ; for what-

ever the position of PQ may be, the angles which it makes

with WE are together equal to two right angles.

Again, in Prop. xv. it is evident that z AED= l BEG,
since eftch has the same supplementary z A EC.

We shall shew hereafter, p. 149, how this definition may be

extended, so as to embrace angles greater than two right

angles.
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Proposition XVI. TheoPwEM.

If one, side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle is

greater than either of tlu interior opposite angles.

Let the side BC of A ABC be prodnced to D.

Then must l ACD he greater than either l CAB or l ABC.

Bisect AC in E, and jom BE. I. 10.

Produce BE to F, making EF=BE, and join FC.

Then in as BEA, FEC,

: BE=FE, and EA =EC, and z BEA = z EEC, 1. lo.

.-. z ECF== L EAB. I. 4.

Xow z ^CD is greater than z iTCi^

;

Ax. 9.

.•. z ^CD is greater than a EAB,

that is, z J.CZ) is greater than z C/15.

Similarly, if AC he prodnced to G it may be shewn that

z BCG is greater than z ^^C.

and z^C6J=z^Ci); 1.15.

.*. z J.C-D is greater than z ABC.
Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. From the same point there cannot be drawn n^ore

than two equal straight lines to meet a given straight line.

Ex. 2. If, from any point, a straight line be drawn I0 a

Ljiven Rtraii'ht line malcing Aviih it an acute aed an obtuse

angle, and if, from the same point, a perpendicular be drawn to

the given line ; the perTicridirulnr will fall on the s^ide of the

^-.i c :;:g 0.
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Proposition XVII. Theorem.

A ny two angles of a triangle are together less than two righi

angles.

C .u

Let ABC be any a .

Then must any two of its l s he together less than two

rt. L s.

Produce BC to D.

Then i ACD k rrreater than z ABC. L 1(1.

.'. L s ACD, ACB are tofjether greater than z sABC, ACB.
But z 5 ACD, ACB together=t\vo rt. z s. I. 13

.'. z &ABC, ACB are together less than two rt. z s.

Similarly it may be shewn that is ABC, BAO and alsc*

that z s BAG, ACB are together less than two rt. z s.

Q. E. D.

^NToTE 4. On the Sixth Postulate.

V»'e learr from Prop. xvii. that if two straight lines BM
rjiJl C2ij which meet in A, are met by another straight line

DE in the points 0, F^

D

the angles MOP ana NPO are together less than two right

angles.

The Sixth Postulate asserts that if a line BE meeting two

^ther lines B^T. CX n^'.lc^s iJOP, NPO, the two interior
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angles on the same side of it, together less than two right

angles, 5x1/ anu Ci**" si.! si meet if prodaced ori the same side

of DE on which are the angles JXCP and iVTO.

Pkcpcsition' XVIII. Theore2i.

If one side of a triangle he greater iliaii a second, tJw-

angle opposite the first mud he greater than that opposite the

second.

In A ABC, let side AC he greater than AB,

Then must i ABC he greater than l ACB.

From A C cut off AIj= A B, and join BD. I. 3.

Tnen \'AB=AD,

.-. z ALB= L ABD, 1. A.

And •.• CD, a side of aBDC, is prrduced to A,

.: L ABB is greater than l ACB
\ I. 16

.*. also L ABB is greater than z ACB.

Much more is z ABC greater than z ACB.

Q. E. D.

Ex. Shew that if two angles of a triangle be equals the

Eides which subtend them are equal also (EucL I. 6'>.
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Pro?o3ition XIX. Theop.eil

If one angle of a triangk he greater than a second, the

side opponte the first must bi greater than that opposite the

second.

In A ABC, let z ABC be greater than z ACB.

Then must AC be greater than AB.

For a AC he not greater than AB,

AC must either= J[7}, or be less than AB.

Now AC cannot= ^i?, for then I. a.

L ABC would = L ACB, \s-hich is not the case.

And AC cannot be less than AB, for then I. 18.

I J^BC -u-ould be less than z ACB, which is not the case
;

.". -4C is greater than AB.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. In nn obtuse-angled triangle, the greatest side is

opposite the obtuse angle.

Ex. 2. BC, the base of an isosceles triangle BAC, is pro-

duced to any point D ; shew that AB is greater than AB.

Ex. 3. Tne perpendicular is the shnrte?;t straifrht line, winch

cin 1)0 drawn from a given point to a given strni-jht line ; nnd

of others, that which is nearer to the perpendicular is less than

ore more remote.
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iRGPosiTioN XX. Theorem.

Jny ';t;c &Ac5 of a triangle are together greater than the

tJUrd eidc

T^ a
Let ^5C be a A.

Thtn any two of its sides must be together greater than

the third side.

Produce BA to D, making AD=AC, and join DC.

Then •.• AD=AC,
.-. iACI)=aADC, that is, z BDC. I. a.

Novr z BCD is greater than z ACD
;

.-. z jBCD is also greater than i BDC

;

.-. 51) is greater than BC. I. 19.

Bat i?D=5^ and ^D together
;

that is, BD = BA and A C together
;

.*. BA and AC together are greater than BC.

Simikrly it may be shewn that

AB and BC together are greater than AC,

and ^a and CA AB.
Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. Prove that any three sides of a quadrilateral figure

are together greater than the fourth side.

Ex. 2. Shew that zrj side of a triangle is greater than

the difference between the othp** *wo sides.

Ex. 3. Prove that the sum of the distances of any point

from the angular points of a quadrilateral is greater than

half the perimeter of the quadrilateral.

Ex. 4. If one side of a triangle be bisected, the sum of the

two other sides shall be more than double of the line joining

the vertex and the point of bisection,

a. H. *
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Pp.oposition XXI. Theorem.

J/, from, the ends of the side of a triangle, there he

draxcn two straight lines to a point luithin the triangle;

these tciJl he togethei' less than the other sides of the triangle,

but will contain a greater angle.

Let ABC be a A, nvA from D, a pt. in the A, draw st.

lilies to B nnd C.

Tlien u-ill BD, DC together he less than BA, AC,
but L BDC idll be greater than l BAC.

Produce BD to meet AC in E.

Then BA, AE are together greater than BE. I. 20.

Add to each EC.

Then BA, AC are together greater thnn BE, EC.

AgaiDj DE, EC are together greater than DC. I. 20.

Add to each BD.

Then BE, EC are together greater than BD, DC.

And it has been shewn that BA, AC are together greater

than BE, EC
;

.-. BA, AC are together greater than BD, DC.

Next, •.' z BDC is greater than z DEC, I. ]6.

and z DEC is greater thnn z BAC, I. 10.

.'. lBDC'is greater than z BAC.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. Upon the base AB of a triangle ABC is described

p. quadrilateral figure ADEB, which is entirely within the

triangle. Shew that the sides AC, CB of tlio triangle are

together greater than the sides AD, DE, EB of the quadri-

lateral.
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Ex. 2, Shew that the sum of the straight lines, joining

the angles of a triangle with a point within the triangle, is

Jess than the perimeter of the triangle, and greater than half

the perimeter.

Proposition XXII. Problem.

To mcJce a irianrjlc, of u-hich the sides shall he equal to

three given strairjht lines, any two of which are together greater

than tlw. third.

Let A, B, C be the three given lines, any two of which

are together greater than the third.

It is required to make a A having its sides = A, B, C
respectively.

Take a st. line DE of unlimited length.

In DE make DF=A, FG=B, and GH=C. I. 3.

With centre F and distance FD, describe gDKL.
With centre G and distance GH, describe Q HKL.

J(dn FK and GK.
Then lKFG has its sides =A, B, C respectively.

For FK=FD
;

Def. 13

.-. FK=A',
EiiidGK= GII; Def. 13.

.-. GK==C',
ar)d FG= B',

.'. a lKFG has been described as reqd. q. e. f.

Ex. Draw an isosceles triangle liaving each of the equal

Bides double of the base,
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PnoposiTioN XXIII. Problem.

At a given point in a given straight line, to make an

angle equal to a given angle.

Let A be the given pt., BC the pren line, DEF the

given z .

It is reqd. to malce at 2't. A an angle = z DEF.

In ED, EF take any pts. D. F ; and join DF.

In AB, produced if necessary, make J^G= DE.

In AC, produced if necessary, make AH=EF.

In HC, produced if necessary, nuike HK=FD.
"With centre A, and distance AG, describe GLM.

"U'ith centre H, and distance HK, describe qLKM.
Join AL and HL.

Then •.• LA = AG, .: LA=DE
; Ax. 1.

and •.• IIL^HK, .'. HL=^FD. Ax. 1.

Then in as LAH, DEF,
'.- LA=DE, and AE = EF, and HL=FD

;

.-. iLAH= I DEF. I.e.

,'. ?iii anojle i^IT has Iccn made at pt. A. as ^vas reqd.

Q. I^ ?,
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Note.—We here ^ive the proof of n theorem, necessary to

the proof of Prop. XXIV. and applicable to several proDosi-

tioni ill Book III.

Proposition D. Theorem.

Every straight line, drawn from the vertex of a triangle to

the base, ij less than the greater of the two sides, or than either,

if they be equal.

In the A ABC, 1st the side AC ho not less than AB.

Tako any p':. D in BC, and join AD.

Then must AD be less than AC.

For '.'AC la not less than AB
;

.'. I ABD is not less than z ACD. I. A. and 18.

But z ADC is crreatar than z ABD ;
I. 16.

.'. / ADC is greater than z A CD
;

.'.AC is greater than AD. 1. 19.

Q. K. D.
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PRorosiTiox XXIV. TriEonEir.

If ivjo triang'es have two sides of the one equal to two

sides of the other, each to each, lut the angle contained by

the two sides of one of them greater than the angle contained by

the two sides eqnal to them of the otJicr ; the base of that luhich

has the greater angle must be greater than the base of the other.

/

z_
\

In the AsJBC,DEF,
let AB=DE and AC=DF,

and let z BAC be frreater than z EDF.
Tlicn must BC be greater than EF.

Of the t'.vo sides DE, DF let DE be not greater than X>i^.*

At pt. D in St. line ED n^ako z EDG= z BAC, I. 23.

and mr.ke DG=AC or DF, and join EG, GF.

Then'.' AB=DE, and AC=DG, and z BAC= l EDG,
.'.B(J=EG, 1.4.

Again, vDG=DF,
.'. lDFG= lDGF; La.

.-. z EFG is greater than z DGF ',

much mere then z EFG is greater than z EGF ;

.-. EG is greater than EF. I. 10.

'£>M\,EG = BC;
• .'.BCis greater than EF.

Q. E. D.

*This line was added by Simson to obviate a defect in Euclid's

proof. Without this condition, three distinct cases must be discussed.

With the condition, we can prove tbat F must lie below EG.

For since Z^i^is not less than DE, and DG is drawn equal to DF\
BG is not less than DE.

Hence by Prop, d, any line drawn froin D to n-ee'- EG is

less than DG, and therefore Zvi^, being equal to DG, muii extend

beyond EG.

For another metbci of proving the Proposition, see p. 113,
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Propositiox XXV. Theorem.

Ij two triangles have two sides of tJie one equal to two sides

of the othtr, each to each, but the base of the one greater than

the base of the other ; the angle also, contained b]j the sides of

that ivhich has the greater base, must be greater than the angle

contained by the sides equal to them of tliz ether.

In the AsABC,DEF,
let AB=DE and AC-=DF,

and let BC be greater than EF.

Then must l BAC be greater than l EDF.
For z BACis greater than, equal to, or less than z EDF.
Now z £.4 C cannot= z EDF,
for then, by i. 4, BC \vo\.\]d =EF ; M'hich is not the case.

And z BAC cannot be less than z EDF,
for then, by i. 24, BC would be less than EF ; which is

not the case
;

.•. z BAC must be greater than z EDF.
Q. E, D.

NoTK.—Tn Prop. xxvi. Euclid includes two cases, *n which

two triangles are equal in all respects ; viz., when the following

parts are equal in the two triangles :

1. Two angles and the side between thein.

2. Two angles and the side ojiposite one of them.

Of these we have already proved the fii.st case, in Prop, b,

so that v»'e have only the second case left, to form the subject

of Prop. XXVI., which we shall prove by the method of

superposition.

For Euclid's proof of Prop, xxvi , see p^/. 114-115.
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PROrOSITION XXVI. THEOREil.

If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two angles

of the other, each to each, and one side equal to one side, those

sides being opposite to equal angles in each ; then mud the

triangles be equal in all respects.

In A s ABC, DEF,

Wo L ABC= L DBF, and z ACB= l DFE, and AB=DE.

TJien must BC=-EF, and AC=DF, and i BAC= i EDF.

Suppose A BEF to be applied to A ABC,

so that D coincides with A, and BE falls on AB.

Then •.• BE=AB, .-. £" will coincide with B
;

and •.• L BEF= l ABC, .'. EF will fall on BC.

Then must F coincide with C : for, if not,

let F fall between B and C, at the pt. H. Join AH.

Then ••• z AHB^ z BFE, I. 4.

.-. iAHB= aACB,

the extr. z = the intr. and opposite z , which is impossible.

.*. F does not fall between 5 and C

Similarly, it may be shewn that F does not fall on BG
produced.

.-. F coinciaes with C, and .'. BC=EF

;

.\ AC=BF, and z BAC= z EBF, I. 4,

and.', the triangles are ec^ual in all resDecta.

Q. E. D, '
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Miscellaneous Exercises on Props. I. to XXVI.

1. M is the ini'i Me point of tlie base BC of an isosceles

triiinglc AUC, and JN'' is a point in AC. Shew that the

dih'eience between MB and MN is less than that between

AB and AN.

2. ABO is a trian;-]e, and the angle at A is bisected by a

straight line which meets BC i\t L> ; shew that ^^ is greater

than BD, and CA greater than CD.

3. AB, AC are straight linos meeting in A, and D is

a given point. Draw through D a straight line cutting oif

equal parts from AB, AC.

4. Draw a straight line through a given point, to make
equal angles with two given straight lines which meet.

5. A given angle BACxs bisected ; if CA be produced to

G and the angle BAG bisected, the two bisecting Imes are at

right angles.

6. Two straight lines are drawn to the base of a triangle

from the vertex, one bisecting the vertical angle, and the other

bisecting the base. Prove that the latter is the greater of the

two lines.

7. Shew that Prop. xvii. may be proved without pro-

ducing a side of the triangle.

8. Shew that Prop, xviii. may be proved by means of the

following construction : cut off AD=AB, draw AB, bisecting

z BAG and meeting BC in E, and join DB.

9. Shew that Prop. xx. can be proved, witliout producing

one of the sides of the triangle, by bisecting ojie of the angles.

10. Given two angles of a triangle and the sido adjacent

to them, construct the triangle.

11. Shew that the perpendiculars, let fall on two sides

of a triangle from any point in the straight line bisecMnfr the

angle contained by the two sides, are equal
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We conclude Section I. with the proof (oraitted by Euclid)

of another case in ^vhich two tria.Dgles are equal in all

respects.

Proposition E. Theorem.

Jf two triangles have one angle of the one equal to one-

angle of the other, and the sides about a second angle in

each equal : then, if the third angles in each be both acute,

both obtuse, or if one of them be a right angle, the triangles

are equal in, all respects.

In the AS ABC, DEF, let iBAC= l EDF, AB=DL',
BC=EF, and let i s ACB, DFE be both acute, both obtuse,

or let one of them be a right angle.

Then must as ABC, DEF be equal in all rcs/ects.

For if J C be not =^DF, make AG=DF ; and join BG.

Then in as BAG, EBF,
:• BA=ED, and AG=DF, and z BAG= l EBF,

.'. BG=EF and z AGB= z DFE. I. 4.

But BC=EF, and .-. BG=BC

;

:. iBCG^lBGG. La.

Fh-st, let z ACB and z DFE be both acute,

then z AGB is acute, and .'. z BGC is obtuse ; I. 13.

.*. z BCG is obtuse, which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Next, let z ACB and z DFE be both obtuse,

then L AGBis, obtuse, and .-. z BGC is acute ; I. 13.

.', z BCG is acute, which is contrary to the hypothesis.
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Lastly, 1st one ci the tiiird :;aglc3 A CB, DFE be ?. right

If ^^Ci? be art. z
,

then L BGC is also a tt. z
;

1. ^.

.'. zs BCGf BGC together= two rt. z s, which is im-

possible. L 17.

Ag-ain, if z DFE be a rt. z
,

then z A GB is a rt. z , and .*. z -D(?C is a rt. z . L 13.

Hence z 5CG is also a rt. z .

.*. z s BCG, BGC togethcr=two rt. z s, which is impossibl:,

I. 17.

Hence ^C is equal to DF,

and the A s ABC, LEF are equal in all respects.

Q. £. D.

Cor. From the first case of this proposition we deduco

the following iuiportiint theorem :

Jf two right-angled triangles have the hypotenuse and

one side of the one equal ruspectivehj to the hvputcnuse and

one side of the other, the triangles are equai in all rcsjiccts.

Note. In the enunciation of Prop, e, if, instead of the

words if one of them be a right angle, we pat the words bo^.h

1-ight angles, this caso of the pic;;:K>siuoii would be identical

with I. 26.
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SECTION II.

T/te Theory of Parallel Lines.

INTEODUCTION.

Vv*E hnvG detached the Propositions, in -which Euclid treats

of P.iialk'i Lir.es, from those which precede and foUow tneni in

the First Book, in order that the student may have a dearer

notion of the difficulties attending this division of the subject,

and of the way in which Euclid jiroposes to meet them.

We mnst first explain some technical terms used in this

Section.

If a strai.aht line EF cut two other strai,i,dit lines AB, CD,

\i makes with those lines eight angles, to which particular

names are given.

/'

The angles nunihcrcd 1, 4, G, 7 are called Interior angles.

2, 3, 5. 8 Exterior

Tlie angles marked 1 and 7 are called alternate angles.

The angles marked 4 and 6 are also called alternate angles.

The pairs of angles 1 and 5, 2 and G, 4 and 8, 3 and 7 are

called corresponding angles.

Note. From I. 13 it is clear that the angles 1, 4, G, 7 ere

together equal to four right a:igles.
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Proposition XXVil. Theorem.

If a straigld line, falling upon two other straight lines. mcJ:e

the alternate angles equal to one another; thesy. two straight

lines must he parallel.

Let the st. line EF, falling on the st. lins AB, CD,

make the alternate z s AGH, GHD equal.

Then must AB heWto CD.

For if not, AB and CD will meet, if produced, either towards

B, D, or towards A, C.

Let them he produced and meet towards B, D in K.

Then GHK is a a
;

and .-. z AGH is j^reater than z GED. I. IG.

But I AGH= I GED, Ilyn.

which is impossible.

.-. AB, CD do not meet when produced towards 7^, D.

In like mnnner it niny he shewn that they do not meet

when produced towards A. C.

^ AB and CD arc parallel. Dcf. '2a.

V,. li, v..
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Proposition XXVIII. Theorem.

IJ a straifjht line, failing upon tv:o other straight lines, moJce

the ej-terior angle equal to the interior and opposite ur.on the

same sick of the line, or make the interior angles upon the same

side together equal to two right angles; the two straight lines

are parallel to one av,othcr.

L9t. the St. line EF, fallinjr on st. lines AB, CD, make

I. z £"6^J5 = corresponding z GHD, or

11. z s BGH, GHD together= two rt. z 3.

Then, in either case, AB must he H to CD.

L ••• z EGB Is given= z GRD, Hyp.

and z EGB h known to be= z AGE, I. 15.

.-. iAGH= iGRD)

and these are alternate z s ;

.'. AB is !1 to CD. I. £7.

IL •.• z s BGH, GHD together=two rt. z s, Hyp.

and z s BGH, AGH together=two rt. z s, I. 1.3-

.*. z 8 BGH, AGH together= z s BGH, GHD together
;

.-. iAGH= lGHD;

.'. AB is 11 to CD. I. 27.

Q. E. T>.
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In OTE 5. On the Sixth Postulate.

In the place of Euclid's Sixth Postulate many modem
writers on Geometry propose, as more evident to the senses,

the following Postulate :

—

*' Tv:o straight Hues which cut one anoVrar cannot both he

larallcl to the same straight line.''

If this be assumed, we can prove Post. 6, as a Theorem,

thus :

L-st the line EF fidling on the lines AB, CD make the z s

BGH, GHD together less than two rt. z s. Then must AB,
CD meet when produced towards B, D.

For if not, suppose AB and CD to be parallel.

Then •.• z s AGE, BGH togciher=two rt. z s, I. 13.

and z s GHD, BGH are together less than two rt. z s,

.-. z AGH is greater than z GHD.
IMalce z MGH= z GHD, and produce MG to N.

Then •.• the alternate z s MGH, GHD are equal,

.-. MN is !l to CD. I. 27.

Thus two lines MN, . B which cut one another are both

D;\rallel to CD, which is impossible.

.'. AB s,m\ CD are not parallel.

It is also clear that they meet towaids B, D, because CB
l';es between GN and HD.

Q. E. D
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PuorOSITION XXIX. Tli»iOREM.

// a draight line fall uron. two ^a^allel straight lines, it

makes the two interior angles ujyoi the same side together equal

to two right ar.gles, and al.^o the alternate angles equal to one

another, and aL-o the exterior angle equal to the interior and

o].posite u].on the Lame side.

/

C -^ -7>

Let the st. line EF fall on the parallel st. lines ^11?, CD.

Then must

I. z s BGH. GHD tof:ether= t\vo rt. z s.

n. I AGH ^iiheriMite ^ GHD.
III. z Z(r£= corresponding z GHD.

I. z s BGH, GHD cannot he tocrether let-s than tv^o rt. z s,

for then AB and CD would meet if produced towards

B and D, Post. 6.

which cannot be, for they are pnrallel.

Nor can z s BGH, GHD be togetlier greater than two

rt. z s,

for then z s AGH, GHC would be together less thnn

two rt. z s, T. 13.

and AB, CD would meet if produced, tovrards A and C
Post. 6

which cannot he, for they are parallel,

.-. z s BGH, GHD to<;ether=two rt. /. s.

II. '.• z s BGH, GHD tocrether=two rt. z s,

and z s BGH, AGH tooether=tw'o rt. z p, I. 13.

.-. z s BGH, AGH together= z s BGH, GHD together,

and .-. z AGH= z GHD. Ax. 3.

UI. •.• iAGH= ^GHD,
-^d lAGH^ lEGB, 1.15.

.-. iBGB= A GHD. Ax. 1

Q. E. D.
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Exercises.

1. If through a point, equidistant from two parallel

stt:iii:ht lines, two straij;ht lines be drawn cuttini: the ])arallfl

straight lines; they uill intercept equal portions of the

parallel lines.

2. If a straight line be drawn, bisecting one of the angles

of a triangle, to n)eet the opposite side ; the straight lines

drawn from the point of section, ])arailel to the other sides

and terminated by those sides, will be equal.

3. If any straight line joining two parallel straight lines

be bisected, any other straight line, drawn through the j)o;nt of

bisection to meet the two lines, will be bisected m that point.

Note, One Theorem (A) is said to be the converse of another

Theorem (B), when the hypothesis in (A) is the condition in

(B), and the conclusion in (A) is the hypothesis in (B).

For example, the Theorem I. a. may be stated thus :

llijpothesis. If two sides of a triangle be equal

Conclusion. The angles opposite those sides must also be

equal

The converse of this is the Theorem I. b. Cor.

:

Hypothesis. If two angles of a triangle be equal.

Conclusion. The sides opposite those angles must also be

equal.

The following are other instances :

Postulate VI. is the converse of I. 17«

I. 29 is the converse of I. 27 and 23,

aa.
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PirorosiTiON XXX, Theoreli.

Straight lines which are
x'^'''^^'-^^

^o the, same straight

line are parallel to one another.

A-

C-

-^
:e-

Let the st. lines AB, CD be each || to EF.

Then must AB he\\to CD.

Draw the st. line GH, cutting AB, CD, EF in the pts.

0, P, Q.

Then •.' GH cuts the 11 lines AB, EF,

.-. z ^OP= alternate z FQF. I. 29.

And ••• GH cuts the H lines CD, EF,

.-. extr. L OPD= hitr. z FQF; I. £9.

.-. lAOF^ lOFD;
and these are alternate angles

;

.: ABii II to CD. I. 27.

Q. E. D.

The foiiowinj^ Theorems are important. They admit of

easy proof, and are therefore left as Exercises for the

student.

1. If two straight lines he parallel to two other straicrht

lines, each to each, the first pair make the same angles with

one another as the second.

2. If two straight lines he perpendicular to two other

straight lines, each to each, the fiist pair make the samc^ angles

with one another as the seconds
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1

Proposition XXXI. Problem.

To draio a straight line through a given point parallel

to a given straight line.

F

Let A be the given pt. ar.d BC the given st. line.

It is required to draw through A a st. line
\\

to BC.

In BC take any pt. D, and join AD.

Make z DAE= l ADC. 1. 23.

Produce EA to F. Then EF shaU be 'J to BC.

For •.• AD, meeting EF and BC, makes the alternate

angles equal, that l?, z EAD= l ADC,

.: EF is \\io BC. 1.27.

.*. a St. line has been drawn through A || to BC.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 1. From a given point draw a straight line, to make
an angle with a given straight line that shall be equal to

a given angle.

Ex. 2. Through a given point A draw a straight line

ABC, meeting two parallel straight lines in B and C, so that

BC may be equal to a given straight line.
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Proposition XXXII. Theoresi.

If a side of any triangle he produced, the exterior angle

is equal to the tv:o interior and o-pposite angles, and the

three interior angles of every triangU are together equal to

tiv? right angles.

Let ABC be a A, and let one of its sides, BC,'be pro-

duced to D.

Then xdll

I. I ACD= I s ABC, BAC together.

11. z s ABC, BAC, ACB together =tv:o rt L s.

From C drav/ CE \\ to AB. I. 31.

Then I. -.' BB meets the I'.s BC, AB,
.-. cxtr. / BCD=\vAx. L A.BC. I. 29.

And •.• ^C meets the Us BC, AB,

.: iACE=a\teinixte lBAC. 129.

. . ^ s BCD, ACE together= z s ABC, BAC together
;

.'. z ACD= L s ABC, BAC together.

And II. •.• z s ABC, BAC together= z ACD,
to each of these equals add z ACB

;

then z s ABC, BAC, ACB together= z s ^CjD, ACB together,

.-. z s ABC, BAC, ACB together=two rt. z s. I. 13.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. In an acute-angled triangle, any two angles are

greater than the third.

Ex. 2. The straight line, which bisects the external vertical

angle of an isosceles triangle is parallel to the base.
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Ex. 3. If the side BC of the triangle ABC be produced to

J), jind AE be dniwn bisecting the angle BAC and meeting

BO in E ; shew that the angles ABD, ACD are together

double of the angle AED.
Ex. 4. If the straight lines bisecting the angles at the base

of au isosceles triangle be produced to meet ; shew that they

will contain an angle equal to au exterior angle at the base of

the triangle.

Ex. 5. If the straight line bisecting the external angle of a

triangle be parallel to the base
; prove that the triangle is

isosceles.

The following Corollaries to Prop. 32 were first given in

Sinison's Edition of Euclid.

Cor. 1. The sum of the interior angles of any rectilinear

figure together with four right angles is equal to twice as many
right angles as thejigure has sides.

Let AB^BE be any rectilinenr fieure.

Take any pt. F within the figure, and from F draw the

St. lines FA, FB, FC, FD, FE to the angular pts. of tlie ug ire

Then there are formed as many z s as the figure has

sides.

The three z s in each of these as together= two rt. z s.

.'.all the z s in these As together= twice as many right

z s ;is there are as, that is, twice as many right z s as the

figure has sides. .

Now angles of all the As= z s at A, B, C, D, E and c s

^iF,

that is, = z s rf the figure and z s at P,

and .*. = z s of the figure and four it. z s. I. 15. Cor 2
.'. z s of the figure and four rt. z s= twice as many rt. z 3

fts the figure has sides.
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Cor. 2. The, exterior angles of any convex rectllbiear figure,

made by producing each of its sidcj in succession, are together

equal to four right angles.

Every interior an^le, as ABC, :ind. its adjacent exterior

angle, as ABD, together are= two it. z s.

.*, all the intr. z s together with all the extr. z s

= twice as many rt. z s as the figure has sides.

But all the intr. z s together with four rt. z s

«= twice as many rt. z s as the figure has sides.

.',. all the intr. z s together with all the extr. z s

= a!l the intr. z s together with four rt. z s.

.'. all the extr. z s=four rt. z s.

Is GTE. The latter of these corollaries refers only to convex

figures, that is, figures in which every interior angle is less

than tv^'o ricrht angles. When a figure contains an angle greater

than two right angle?, as the angle marked by the dotted line

iu the diagram, this is called a reflex angle. See p. 149.

Ex. 1. The exterior angles of a quadrilateral made by pro-

ducing the sides successively are together equal to tLe iiuerior

anrdes.
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Ex, 2. Prove that the interior angles of a hexagon are equal

to eight right angles.

Ex. 3. Shew that the angle of an equiangular pentagon is %

of a right angle.

Ex. 4. How many sides has the rectilinear figure, the sum

(;f whose interior angles is double that of its exterior angles ?

Ex. 5. How many sides has an equiangular polygon, four

of whose angles are together equal to seven right angles ?

Proposition XXXIII. Theorem.

Thz straight lives which joiii the extremities of two equal and

•parallel draight lines, towards the same jparts, are aha thc.v

selves equal and parallel.

a

Let the equal and H st. lines AB, CD be joined towards the

same parts by the st. lines AC, BD.

Then must AC and BD he equal and \\.

Join BC
Then '.• ^IJ is !1 to CD,

.-. z ^L^C= alternate z DCB. I. 29.

Then in L^ ABC, BCD,

VAB=CD, and BC is common, and z ABC= z DCB,

.-. AC=BD, and z ACB= z DBC T. 4.

Then v BC, meeting .4Cand BD,

makes the alternate z s ACB, DLC equal,

.'. AC u \\ to BD.

(C. E. D.
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Miscellaneous Exercises on Sections I. and IT.

1. If two exterior angles of a triangle be bisected by
straiglit lines which meet in 0; prove that the peipendicnlars

from on the sides, or the sides produced, of the triun^de are

equal.

2. Trisect a right angle.

3. The bisectors of the three angles of a triangle meet in

one point.

4. The perpendiculars to the three sides of a triangle drawn
from the middle points of the sides meet in one point.

5. The angle between the bisector of the angle BAG of the

triangle ^i>Cand the perpendicular from A on EC, is equal

to half the difference between the angles at B and C.

6. If the straight line AD bisect the angle at A of the

triangle ABC, and BUfJ be drawn perpendicular to AD, and

meeting AC, or AC produced, in E; shew that BD is equal

to DE.

7. Divide a right-angled triangle into two isosceles tri-

angles.

8. AB, CD are two given straight lines. Through a point

E between them draw a straight line GEH, such that the in-

tercepted portion Gil shall be bisected in E.

9. The vertical angle of a triangle OPQ is a ng^t, acute,

or obtuse angle, according as OR, the line bisecting FQ, is

equal to, greater or less than the lialf of PQ.

10. Shew by means of Ex. 9 how to draw a perpen-

dicular to a given strught line from its extremity without pro-

ducing it.
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SECTION III.

On the Equality of Rectilinear Figures in respect of Area.

The aTTionnt of space enclosed by a Figure is called the

Area of that fif^ure.

Euclid cjdls two figures tqual when they enclose the same

amount of space. Tliey may be dissimilar in shape, but if the

areas contained within the boundaries of the figures be the

same, then he calls the figures equal. He regards a triangle,

for exan)ple, as a figure having sides and angles and area, and
he proves in tins section th.-it two triangles may have equidity

of area, though the sides and angles of each may be unequal.

Coincidence of their boundaries is a test of the equality of

all geometrical magnitudes, as we explamed in Note 1,

page 14.

In the case of lines and angles it is the only test : in the

case of Jigiires it is a test, but not the oidij ted ; as we sliall

shew in this Section.

The sign =, standing between the symbols denoting two

figures, nmst be read is equal in area to.

Before we proceed to prove the Propositions included in

this Section, we must complete the list of Definitions required

in Book I., cuutinuing the numbers prctixed to the detinitious

in page 6.
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Definitions.

XXYII. A Parallelogram is a

four-sided figure whose opposite /

sides are parallel. l_

Tor brevity we often designate a parallelogram Ly t«-o

letters only, which mark opposite an^^les. Thus we call the

fi^iure in the margin the parallelogram AG.

XXVIII. A Rectangle is a par-

allelogram, having one of its angles

a right angle.

Hence by I. 29, all the angles of a rectangle are right

anoles.

XXIX. A Rhomb cs is a par-

allelogram, having its sides equal.

XXX. A Squar" is a paral-

lelogram, having its sides equal

and one of its angles a right

angle.

Hence, by I. 29, aU the angles of a square are right

andes.

• XXXI. A fRAPEZiuM is a

four-sided figure of which two

sides only are parallel. /

XXXIT. A Diagonal of a four-sided figure is the straight

line joining two of the nr,r)^'si*^e nrgu'ar ri-iiUs.
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XXXIII. The Altitude of a Parallelogram is the perpen-

dicular distance of one of its sides from the side opposite,

regarded as the tase.

'The altitude of a triacgle is the perpendicular distance of

one of its angular points from the side opposite, regarded as

the base.

Thus if ABCD be a parallelogram, and AE a perpendicular

let fall from A to CD, AE is the altitude of the parailelogram,

and a-so of the triangle ACD.

B

If a perpendicular be let fall from B to DC produced, DiCet-

ing DC in F, BF is the altitude of the parallelogram.

Exercises.

Prove the following theorems :

1. Tlie diagonals of a square make with each of the sides

an an-le equal to half a right angle.

2. If two straight lines bisect each other, the lines joining

their extremities will form a parallelogram.

3. Straight lines bisecting two adjacent angles of a paral-

lelogram intersect at right angles.

4. If the straight lines joining two opposite angular points

of a ])arallelogram bisect the angles, the parallelogram has all

its sides equal.

ti. If the opposite angles of a quadrilateral be equal, the

quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

6. If two opposite sides of a quadrilateral figure be equal to

one another, and the two remaining sides be also equal to one

another, the figure is a parallelogram.

7. If one angle of a rhombus be equal to two-thirds of two

right angles, the diagonal drawn from that angular point

divides the rhombus into twp equilateral triup.gles.
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Proposition XXXIV. TaEonEii.

T:i& npvosite sides and angles of a rarallelojram are equal to

le a-.iotlur, and the diagonal bisects it.

1.29

I. 2d.

O If

Let ^ CDC be a fU, and BC :i diagonal of the CJ.

The:imust AB=DC and AC=DB,
and L BAC= z CDS, and z ADD= l ACD
a:id /\ABC= aDCB.

For :• AB is 11 to CD, and BC meets them,

.-. z ^5C= alternate z DCB ,

and '.• AC IS \\ to BD, and i^C meets them,

.-. Z^C5= alternate i DBC.

Then in As ABC, DCB,

-.' L ABC= z DaU, and z ^CI?= z D5C,

and UC is common, a side adjjcent to the equal z s in each
;

.-. AB^DC, and AC=DB, nnd z i3.4C= z CD!?,

and A.4i?C'= ADCi?. I. B.

Also •• z ^xI}C= z DCZ?, and z i)BC= z ^ICi?,

.-. z s ABC, DBC together- z s DCB, ACB together,

that is, iABD=aACD.
Q. E. D.

Ek. 1. She^v that the diagonals of a parallelogram bisect

each other.

Ex. 2. Shew that the diagonals of a rectangle are cqunl.
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Proposition XXXV. Theorem,

Parallelograms on the same base and between the same

pa/rallels are equal.

Let the Os ABCD, EBCF be on the same base BG
and between the same ||s AF, BC.

Then must CJ ABCD=CJ EBCF.

Case I. If AD, EF have no point common to both,

Then in the as FDC, EAB,

:• extr. L FDC=mti\ z EAB, I. 29.

and intr. / DEC= extr. i AEB, I. 29.

and DC=AB, 1. 34.

.-. aFDC=^EAB. i. «6.

Now O ABCn with a FDC=^gme ABCF

;

and ZZ7 EBCF with a i;.45= figure ABCF;

.-. O ^£CD with A FDC=nj EBCF with A EAL;
.'. O ABCD^LJ EBCF.

Case II. If the sides AD, EF overlap one another.

tbe same nietliod of jiro'^f uMplies,
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Case III. If the sides opposite to BC be terminated in

the same point D,
11 F

^ a
the same method of proof is applicable,

but it is easier to reason thus :

Each of the /Z7s is double of a BDC
;

I. 34.

.-. O ABCD=^LJ DBCF.
Q. E. D.

Proposition XXXVI. Theorem.

Parallelograms on equal bases, and bdwecn the same

parallels, are equal to one another.

A J) K J£

BO y r^

T.er. the Os ABCD, EFGH be on equal bases BC, FCf,

and between the same \\?, AH, BG.

Then must EJ ABCD=EJ EFGIL
Join BE, CH.

Then •.• BC=FG,
and EH=FG ;

.'.BC=EH',

and BC is
|i
to EH.

.'. EB is
II
to CH ;

.'. EBCH is a parallelogram.

NowO EBCH= EJABCD,
'.' they are on the same base BC and between the same ||s

;

andO EBCH=LJEFGH, I. 35.

'/ Ihey are on the same base Efl'and between tlie same ||s
,

.-, O ABCD=CJ EFGH.
Q. E. U.

Hyp.

1.34.

Hyp.

I. 33.

I. 35.
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Proposition XXXVI I. Theorem.

Triangles upon the same base, a/iul between the same

jxirallels, are equal to one another.

Let A s ABC, DBC be on the same base BO and between
the same |ls AD, BC.

Then must a A:^C= a DBC.

From B draw BE H to CA to meet DA produced in E.

From C draw CF
\\
to BD to meet AD produced in F.

Then EBCA and FCBD are parallelograms,

and CJ EBCA=nj FCBD, I. 35.

'.• they are on the same base and between the same ||s.

Now A ABC is half ofO EBCA, I. 34-

and A DBC m half ofO FCBD
; I. 34.

.-. A ABC=L DBC. Ax. 7.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. If P be a point in a side AB of a parallelocrram

ABCD, and PC, PD be joined, the triancrles PAD, PBC are

together equal to the triangle PDC.

Ex. 2. If ^, J5 be points in one, and C, D points In

another of two parallel straight lines, and the lines AD, BC
intersect in E, liu-n the triangles AEC, BED are equal.
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Proposition XXXVIII. Theorem.

Triangles upon equal hoses, a/nd between the saw^ pa/rallels,

are equal to one another.

Let AS ABC, DBF be on equal bases, £C, EF, and

between the same ||s BF, AD.

Then must A ABC= A DBF.

From B draw BG \\ to CA to meet DA produced in G.

From F draw FH \\ to J^D to meet AD produced in H.

Then CG and ^B" are parallelograms, and they are equal,

•/ they are on equal bases BC, EF, and between the same

UBF,GH. 1.36

Now A ABC is half ofO CG,

and aDEF is half ofO EH;
.-. lABC=lDEF. A:s^'7.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. Shew that a straight line, drawn from the vertex

of a triangle to bisect the base, divides the triangle into two

equal parts.

Ex.2. In the equal sides AB, ^(7 of an isosceles triangle

ABC points D, E are taken such that BD=AE. Shew that

he triangles CBD, ABE are equal.
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Proposition XXXIX. Theorkm.

Equal triangles uj*on the saine base, and upon the sams aitk

of it, a/re between the same, parallels.

Cf

Let the equal A s ABC, BBC be on the same base BC, and

00 the same side of it.

Join AD.

Then must AD he 11 to BC.

For if not, throucrh A draw ^ ll to BC, so as to meet BD.

or BD produced, in 0, and join OC.

Then •/ as ABC, OBC axe on the same base and between

ihe same l|s,

.-. aABC=aOBC. 1.37.

But A ABC= A DBC
;

Hyp.

/. aOBC=aDBC,
the less= the greater, which is impossible ;

.: AO\s not || to BC.

In the same way it may be shewn that no other line passintj

through A but AD is || to I^C

;

.-. AD is II to BC.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. AD is parallel to BC ; AC, BD meet in E ; BC is

produced to P so that the triangle PEB is equal to the

triangle ABC : shew that PD is parallel to AC.

Ex. 2. If of the four triangles into which the diagonals

divide a quadrilateral, two opposite ones are equal, the qu;iii-

riluteral has two opposite sides parallel.

8. K 5
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Proposition XL. Theorem.

Equal triangles upon equal bases, in the same straight lint,

and towards the so/nie parts, are between the same parallels.

Let the equal a s ABC, DEF be on equal bases BC, EF
in the same st. line BF and towards the same parts.

Join AD.

Then must AD he || to BF.

For if not, through A draw ^ li to BF, so as to meet ED,
or ED produced, in 0, and join OF.

Then A ABC=^ A OEF, V they are on equal bases and

between the same ||s. L 38.

But lABC= lDEF\ Hyp.

.-. £,OEF=aDEF,
the less= the greater, which is impossible.

.-. ^0 is not II to BF.

In the same way it may be shewn that no other line passing

through A but AD is || to BF,

.'. AD is 11 to BF.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. The straight line, joining the points of bisection of

two sides of a triangle, is parallel to the base, and is equal to

half the base.

Ex. 2. The straight lines, joining the middle points of the

sides of a triangle, divide it into four equal triangles.
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Proposition XLI. Theorem.

If a pa/rallelograrfi and a triangle he upon the same ha^e, and

between the sa/me parallelsy the paralUlogram is double of the

triangle.

Let theO ABCD and the a EBC be on the same base BC
and between the same |ls AE, BC.

Then must HJ ABCD he double of a EBC.

Join A C.

Then ^ABC= a EBC, :• they are on the same base and

between the same ||s ;
I. 37.

and O ABCD is double of a ABC, '.' AC is a diagonal of

ABCD ;
I. 34.

.-. O ABCD is double 01 a EBC.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. If from a point, without a parallelogram, there be

drawn two straight lines to the extremities of the two opposite

sides, between which, when produced, the point does not lie,

the difference of the triangles thus formed is equal to half th<3

parallelogranL

Ex. 2. The two triangles, formed by drawing straight hues

from any point within a parallelogram to the extremities of

its opposite sides, are togetli«^r half of the pnrallelogram.
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Proposition XLII. Problem.

To describe a j)aralJelo(jram that shall be e<jual to a given

trumgh, and have oiie of its angles equal to a given angle.

A.

Let ABC be the given a , and D the given z .

It is required to describe a LJ equal to A ABCy having one

of its Ls= lD.

Bisect EC in E and join AE. I. 10.

At E make z CEF== z D. I. 23.

Draw AFG\\io BC, and from C draw CG\\ to EF.

Then FECG is a parallelogram.

ISTow aAEB=^AEC,
•.• they are on equal bases and between the same lis. I. 38.

.-. A ABC is double of A AEC.

ButO FECG is double of a AEC,
'.' they are on same base and between same t|s. I. 41.

.-. O FECG= A ABC
; Ax. 6.

and nj FECG has one of its z s, CEF= z D.

.-, O FECG has been described as was reqd.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 1. Describe a triangle, which shall be equal to a given

paiallelogram, and have one of its angles equal to a given

rectiliueal angle.

Ex. 2. Construct a parallelogi-am, equal to a given triangle,

and such that the sum of its sides shall be equal to the sum

of the sides of the triangle.

Ex. 3. The perimeter of an isosceles triangle is greater thHn

the perimeter of a rectangle, which is of the same altitui'c

T:T.th. and equnl to^ the given triangle.
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Proposition XLIII. Theorem.

The, comipleTiunts of the jicraUelogravis, which are about

the diameter of any parallelogram, are equal to one another.

Let ABCD be a O, of which BD is a diagonal, and

EG, RK the /Z7s about BD, that is, through which BD
pa.sses,

and JF, FC the other Os, which make up the wliole

figure ABCD,
and which are .*. called the Complements.

Then must cmnplement AF= complement FC.

For *.* BD is a diagonal of ZZ7 AC,

.: A ABD=aCDB; I. 34.

and •.• BF is a diagonal of HJ HK,
.: A HBF=aKFB; 1.34.

and '.• FD is a diagonal of ZZ7 EG,

.'. aEFD=aGDF. I. 34.

Hence sum of as HBF, FED=sum of as KFB, GDF
Take these equals from as ABD, CDB respectively,

then remainingO ^2^= remaining EJ FC. Ax. 3.

Q. K. I).

Ex. 1. If through a point 0, within a parallelogiaia

. ! BCD, two straight lines are drawn parallel to the sides,

.•lid the parallelograms OB, OD are equal ; the point is

in the diagonal AC.

Ex. 2. ABCD is a parallelogram, AMN a straight line

meeting the sides BC, CD (one of them being producer]) in

M, N. Shew that the triangle MBIS! is equal to the triangle

MDG.
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Proposition XLIV. Problem:.

To a given straight line to ajiply a parallelogram, which

shall be equal to a given triangle, and have one of its angles

equal to a given angle.

Let AB be the given st. line, C the given A, D the

oriven L .

It is required to apply to AB a ZZ7 = A C and ha/oing one

of its I s= L D.

Make a ZZ7= A C, and having one of its angles= z D, I. 42.

.i:ul suppose it to be removed to such a position that one of

the sides containing this angle is in the same st. line with AB,
and let the EJ be denoted by BEFG.

Produce FG to H, draw AH || to BG or EF, and join BH.
Then •.• FH meets the Us AH, EF,

.'. sum of z s AHF, HFE=two rt. z s
; I. 29.

.*. sum of z s BHG, HFE is less than two rt. z s
;

.-. HB, FE will meet if produced towards B, E. Post. 6,

Let them meet in K.

Through K draw KL \\ to EA or FH,
and produce HA, GB to meet KL in the pts. i, M.

Then H^KL is a ZZ7, and HK is its diagonal

;

and AG, ME are Os about HK,
.'. complement i?i= complement BF, I. -13.

.-. 05L= A(7.

Also the O BL has one of its z s, ABM= z EBG, and
.*. equal to z D.
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Proposition XLV. Problem.

To describe a parallelogram, which shall he equal to a
given rectilinear figure, and have orie of its angles equal to a

givtn angle.

F G- It D Q

\E

Let ABCD be the given rectil. figure, and E the given z .

It is required to describe a HJ = to ABCD, having one

of its i.s= L E.
Join AC.

Describe aO FGHK= a ABC, having i FKH= l E.

T. 42.

To GH apply aO GHML= a CBA, having z GHM= z E.

I. 44.

Then FKML is the CJ reqd.

For •.' L GHM and z FKH are each= z iJ

;

.-. z (^iriW= z ^XH,
.-. sum of z s (?ifM, GHK=sum of z s J'E:^, GHK

^
=two rt. z s

;

L 29.

.-. KHM is a st. line, I. 14.

Again, •.* HG meets the Ijs FG, KM,
lFGH= a GHM,

.-. sum of z s -FGJif, LGH=sum of z s GflTM, LGH
= two rt. z s

;
I. 29.

.-. FGL is a st. line. • I. 14.

Then v KF is || to HG, and HG is H to LM
.-. i^i^ is II to LM ;

L 30.

and KM has been shewn to be II to FL,

. •. FKML is a parallelogram,

and •.• FH= a ABC, and 03f= a CDA,
.: n i^M=whole rectil. fig. ABCD,

andO i^'M has one of its z s, FKM= z ^.

In the same way a /Z7 may be constructed equal to a given

rectil. fig. of any number of sides, and having one of its angles

equal to a given -.wi'Ae. Q- f- >'
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Miscellantous Exercises.

1. If one diagonal of a quadrilateral bisect the other, it

divides the quadrilateral into two equal triangles.

2. If from any point in the diagonal, or the diagonal pro-

duced, of a parallelogram, straight lines be drawn to the

opposite angles, they will cut off equal triangles.

3. In a trapezium the straight line, joining the middle

points of the parallel sides, bisects the trapezium.

4. The diagonals AC, BD of a parallelogram intersect in

0, and P is a point within the triangle AOB
;

prove that the

difference of the triangles CPD, AFD is equal to the sum of

the triangles ABC, BPD.

5. If either diagonal of a parallelogram be equal to a

side of the figure, the other diagonal shall be greater than

any side of the figure.

6. If through the angles of a parallelogram four straight

lines be drawn parallel to its diagonals, another parallelogram

will be formed, the area of which will be double that of the

original parallelogram.

7. If two triangles have two sides respectively equ.d and

the included angles supplemental, the triangles are equal

8. Bisect a given triangle by a straight line drawn from

a given point in one of the sides.

9. The base AB of a triangle ABC is produced to a point

D such that BD is equal to AB, and straight lines are drawn

from A and D to E, the middle point of BC
;
prove that the

triangle ADE is equal to the triangle ABC.

10. Prove that a pair of the diagonals of the parallelogi-ams,

^^hich are about the diameter of any parallelogram, are paraUeJ

to each other.
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Proposition XLVI. Problem.

To descrihe a square vpo/i a yiven straight line,

n

3

Let AB be the given st. line.

It is required to describe a squa/re on AB.

L 11. Cor.

L31.

I. 31.

1.34.

From A draw AC ± to AB,

In ACma.keAD=AB.

Through D draw DE 11 to AB.

Through B draw BE H to AD.

Then ^^ is a parallelogram,

and.-. AB=ED, and AD=BE.
Bui AB = AI);

. . AB, BE, ED, DA are all equal

.'. AE is equilateral.

And L BAD is a right angle.

.'. ^^ is a square,

and it is described on AB.
q. E. p.

Ex. 1. Shew how to construct a rectangle whose sides are

equal to two given straight lines.

Ex. 2. Shew that the squares on equal straight lines are

equal.

Ex. 3. Shew that equal squares must be on equal straight

lines.

Note. The theorems in Ex. 2 and 3 are assumed by Euclid

in the proof of Prop. XLViii.

Def. XXX.
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Proposition XLVII. Theorem.

In any right-angled triangk the sqimre \vhich is described on

the side subttnuling the right angle is equal to tl^ squares

described on the sides which contain the right angle.

and

Now

Let ABC be a right-angled A , having the rt. z BAC.
Then must sq. on BC= sum of sqq. on BA, AC.

On BC, CA, AB descr. the sqq. BDEC, CKHA, AGFB.
Through A draw AL\\iqBD ov CE, and join AD, FC.

Then '.• z BAC and z BAG are both rt. z s,

,-. CAG is a St. line
;

I. 14

z BAC and z CAH are both rt. z s
;

.-. BAH is a st. line. I. 14

' z DBC= L FBA, each being a rt. z
,

adding to each z ABC, we have

iABD=lFBG. Ax. 2.

Then in ^a ABD, FBC,
:• AB=FB, and BD= BC, and z ABD= z FBCy

.-. /\ABD=lFBC. 1.4.

Now /Z7 -BL is double of a ABD, on same base J5i> and

between same Us AL, BD, I. 41.

and sq. BG is double of a FBC, on same base FB and be-

tween same lis FB, GC
,

I. •'!

.-. £7 BX=sq. £(?.
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Similarly, by joining AE^ BK it may be shewn that

O CL = sq^. AK.

Now sq. on jB(;=suni of OJ BL and ZZ7 CL,

=sura of sq. BG and sq. J.^,

=sum of sqq. on BA and JLC

Q. B. D.

Ex. 1. Prove that the square, described upon the diagonal

of any given square, is equal to twice the given square.

Ex. 2. Find a line, the square on which shall be equal to

the sum of the squares on three given straight lines.

Ex. 3. If one angle of a triangle be equal to the sum of

the other two, and one of the sides containing this angle being

divided into four equal parts, the other contains three of those

parts ; the remaining side of the triangle contains five such

parts.

Ex. 4. The triangles ABC, DBF, having the angles ACB,
DFE light angles, have also the sides AB, ^C equal to DK,

DF, each to each ; shew that the triangles are equal in eveiy

respect.

Note. This Theorem has been already deduced as a Co-

rollary from Prop. E, page 43.

Ex. 5. Divide a given straight line into two parts, so that

the square on one part shall be double of the square on the

other.

Ex. 6. If from one of the acute angles of a right-angled

triangle a line be drawn to the opposite side, the sqnaies on

that side and on the line so drawn are together equal to the

sum of the squares on the segment adjacent to the right angle

and on the hypotenuse.

Ex. 7. In any triangle, if a line be drawn from the vertex at

right angles to the base, the diffi'ronce between the squares on

the sides is equal to the difference between the squares on the

segments of the base.
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Proposition XLVIII. Theorem.

If the square described upon one of the sides of a tHangle be

equal to the squares described uj)on the other two sides of it, the

a/tcgU contained by those sides is a right angle.

O

Let the sq. on J5C, a side of A ABt\ be equal to the sum of

the sqq. on AB, AC.

Then must z BA C be a rt. angle.

From pt. A draw ^D±to AC. I. 11.

Make AD=AB, and join DO.

Then \'AD= AB,
.'. sq. on AD= sq. on AB; I. 46, Ex. 2.

add to each sq. on AC

.

then sum of sqq. on AD, AC=sum of sqq. on AB, AC.

But •.' / DAC is a rt. angle,

.', sq. on D6'=sum of sqq. on AD, AC
;

I. 47.

and, by hypothesis,

sq. on BC=inn\ of sqq. on AB, AC
;

.'. sq. on DC=sq. on BC
;

.:DO=BC. I. 46, Ex. 3.

Then in a s ABC, ADC,
: AB=AD, and AC'u common, and BC=DC,

.'. iBAC=iDAC; La
and L DAC is a rt. angle, by construction ;

.'. I BAC is a rt. angle.

Q. E. c.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

The geometrical figure with which we are chiefly concerned

in this book is the Rectangle. A rectangle is said to be con-

tnined by any two of its adjacent sides.

Thus if ABCD be a rectangle, it is said to be contained "by

AB, ADy or by any other pair of adjacent sides.

I)

B o

We shall use the abbreviation red. AB, AD to express the

words " the rectangle contained by AB, AD"
We shall make frequent use of a Theorem (employed, but not

demonstrated, by Euclid) which may be thus stated and proved .

Proposition A. Theorem,

If the adjacent sides of one rectangle be equal to the adjacent

sides of another rectangle, each to each, the rectangles are equal

in area.

Let ABCD, EFGH be two rectangles :

and let AB=EF and BC=FG.
A D IT

Then must rect. ABCD=rect. EFGH.
For if the rect. EFGH be applied to the rect. ABCD. bc

that EF coincides with AB,
then EG will fall on BC, '. l EFG= l ABC,

and G will coincide with C, '.• BC^FG.
Similarly it may be shewn that H will coincide with D,

.*. T-ftct. EFGH coincides with and is therefore equal to rect

ABCD. <i. E. D.

^ - > 77
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Proposition I. Theorem.

If there he two straight lines, one of which is divided into

any number of paris, the rectangle contained by the two straight

lines is equal to the rectangles contained by the undivided hue

and the several parts of the divided line.

C 1
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Proposition II. Theorem.

Ij a straight line he divided into any two parts, th£ rectcmgles

contained by the lohole and each of the parts are together equal

to the squa/re on the whole line.

D F l>

Let the Bt. line AB be divided into any two parts in G,

Then must

"yq. on AB=sum of rect. AB, AC and red. ABy OB.

On AB describe the sq. ADEB I. 46.

Through Odraw CF ii to AD. I 31.

Then ^^=sum of AF and CB.

Now AE'iB the sq. on AB,

AF=vQci. AB, AC, '.' AD=AB,

CE^rect AB, CB, :• BE=AB,

:. sq. on J.£=sum of rect. AB, AC smd rect. AB, CB.

Q. E. D.

Ex. The square on a straight line is equal to four times th'^

square on half the line,
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Proposition III. Theorem.

If a strairjht line be divided into any tico parts, th^ rectungie

contained by the whole and one of the parts is equal to the rect

angle contained by the two parts together with the squa/re on thz

aforesaid part.

B

Let the st. line AB be divided into any two parts in 0.

Then mnst

rect. AB, CB=mm of red. AC^ CB and sq. an CB.

On CB describe the sq. CDEB. I. 46

From A draw AF \\ to CD, meeting ED produced in F.

Then ^J5;=sum of AD and CB.

Now ^i;=rect. AB, CB, :' BE=CB,
ADr=vect. AC, CB, :• CD==CB,

CE=sq. on CB.

.'. rect. AB, CB=s\im. of rect. AC, CB and sq. en CB.

Q. E. D.

Note. When a straight line is cut in a point, the distance.^

of the point of section from the ends of the line are called thfc

segments of the line.

If a line AB be divided in C,

AC and CB are called the internal segments of AR
If a line AC he produced to B,

AB and CB are called the external segments of AG.
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Proposition IV. Theorem.

If a strai/jht line be divided into any two parts, the square

071 the whole line is equal to the squares on the two jJciTts together

unth twice the rectangle contained by the parts.

A a B

F

D as
Let the st. line ABhe divided into any two parts in 0.

Then mitst

sq. on AB=sum- of sqq. on AC, CB and twice rect. AC, CB.

On AB describe the sq. ADEB. I. 46.

From AD cut off AH = CB. Then HI)=AG.

Draw CG \\ to AD, and HK
1|
to AB, meeting CG in F.

Then .' BK=AH, .: BK=CB, Ax. i.

.-. BK, KF, FG, CB are all equal ; and KBC is a rt. l
;

.: CK is the sq. on CB. Def. xxx.

Also EG= sq. on AC, v HF and ED each=A0.

Now AE=snm of EG, CK, AF, FE,

AE=?,(i. on AB,and

ff(?=sq. on AC,

Cii:=sq. on CB,

AF=r^ct. AC, CB,

FE^rect. AC, CB,

•.•CF=CB,

•.•FG=AC and FK= CB.

.'. sq. on .4J5=sum of sqq. on AC, CB and twice rect. AC, CB.

Q. E. D.

Ex. In a triangle, whose vertical angle is a right angle, a

straight line is drawn from the vertex perpendicular to the

base. Shew that the rectangle, contained by the segments of

the bas^, is equal Vj the squar^^ r^^ the perpendicular,

8.E.
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Proposition V. Theorem.

If a straight line be divided into tvx) equal 2^<9rts and also

into two unequal parts, the rectangle contained, by the ungual
parts, together ivith the square on the line bettoeen the points of
section, is equal to the square on half the line.

Let the st. line AB be divided equally in C and unequally

ini).

Then must

rect. AD, DB together with sq. on CD=sq. on CB.

On CB describe the sq. CEFB. I. 46.

Draw DG \\
to CE, and from it cut off DH=DB. I. 31.

Draw HLK \\
to AD, and AK

\\
to DH. I. 31.

Then rect. i)i^= rect. AL,

Also i(r=sq. on CD,

: BF= AC, and BD=CL.
••• LH=CD, and HG^CD.

Then rect. AD, DB together with sq. on CD
=AH together with LG

=sum of AL and CH and LG
= sum of DF and CH and LG
= CF
=sq. on CB.

Q. £. D.
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Proposition VI. Theorem.

If a stroJght lin^ he bisected aiid produced to any paint, t!io

rectangle contained by the whole line thus produced and the part

of it produced, together with the square on half tlu line bisected,

is equal to the square on the straight liiu which is made uj) of

the half and the part produced.

M

Let the st. line AB be bisected in C and produced to D.

Then must

rect. AD, DB together with sq. on CB=sq. on CD.

On CD describe the sq. CEFD. T. 46.

Draw BG
\\
to CE, and cut off BH=BD. I. 31

Through irdraw KLM \\
to AD I. 31.

Through A draw AK \\
to CE.

Now '.• BG=CD and BH=BD ;

..HG=CB; Ax. 3.

.-. rect. MG= rQct. AL. IT. a.

Then rect. AD, DB together with sq. on CB
= sum of AM and LG
= sum of AL and CM and LG
=sum of MG and CM and LG
= CF
=sq. on CD.

Q. E. D.
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NoTK. We here give the proof of an important theorem.

\vhich is usually placed as a corollary to Proposition V.

PRorosiTioN B. Theorem.

Tlic difference, hdveen the squares on any two straight lines

s (qiial to the rectangle contained by the sum and differe^ice of

those lines.

jK
_JS

^ (J: W
Let AC^ CD be two st. lines, of which AC is the greater,

and let them be placed so as to form one st. line AD.
Produce AD to B, makiug CB=AG.
Then ^I>=the sum of the lines AC, CD,

and X>i>*=the difference of the lines AC, CD.

Then must difference, between sqq. on AC, CD=rect. AD, DB.

On OB describe the sq. CEFB. I. 46.

Draw DG \\ to CE, and from it cut off DH=DB. I. 31.

Draw HLK
\\ to AD, and AK \\ to DH. I. 31.

Then rect. Di^=rect. AL, .'BF=AC, and BD=CL.
Also LG=^(i. on CD, •/ LH=CD, and HG= CD.

Then difference between sqq. on AC, CD
= difference l)etween sqq. on CB, CD
=sum of CH and DF
=sum of CH and AL
=AH
=rect AD, DH
=rect. AD, DB.

Q. E. D.

Ex. Shew that Propositions V. and VI. might be deduced

from this Proposition.
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Proposition VII. Theorem.

^ a straight line he divided into any two parts, the

squares on the whole line and on one of the parts are equal

fo twice the rectangle contained by the vfhole and that part

together with the square on the other part.

Let AB be divdded into any two parts in G.

Th^n must

sqq. on AB^ BC=tioice red. AB, BC together with sq. on AC.

On AB describe the sq. ADEB. I, 46.

From AD cut off AH=CB.

Draw CF !| to AD and HGK 11 to AB. I. 31.

Then HF=s(i. on AC, and CK^sq. on CB.

Then sqq. on AB, 50= sum oi AE and CK
=sura of AK, HF, GE and GK
=sum of AK, HF and CE.

y Now ^ir=rect. AB, BC, '•' BK=BC
;

C^^iect. AB, BC, BE=AB;
HF=sq. on AC.

.'. sqq. on AB, BC=twice rect. AB, 5C together with sq. on ^C.

0- E. D.

Ex, If straight lines be dra\\Ti from G to B and from G
to D, shew that BGD is a straiirlit line.
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Proposition VIII. Theorem.

If a straight line be divided into any two farts, four

time* the rectangle contained by the whole line and one of the

parts, together urith the square on the other 'part, is equal to

the square on the straight line which is made up of the whole

and the first jjaii.

2/L

It

Sn'

Let the st. line AB be divided into any two parts in 0.

Produce AB to I), so that BD^BC.

Then must four times red. AB, BC together with sq. on

W=sq. on AD.

On AD describe the sq. AEFD. I. 46.

From AE cut offAM and MX each= 0^.

Through C, B draw CH, BL
\\
to AE. I. 31.

Through M, X draw MGKN, XPRO \\ to AD. I. 31.

Now •.• XE=AC, and XP=AC, .: XH=sq. on AC.

Also AG=MP=PL=RF, II. a.

and CK=GR=BN=KO
;

11. a.

,'. sum of these eight rectangles

=four times the sum of AG, CK
=four times AK
= four times rect. AB, BC. .

Then four times rect. AB, BC and sq. on ^C
= sum of the eight rectangles and XH
=AEFD
= sq. on AD. Q. E, D,
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Proposition IX. Theorem.

If a straight Ihu he divided into two equal, and also into

two unequal 'parts, the squares on the tivo unequal parts are

together double of the square on half the line and of the

square on the line between the points of section.

Let AB be divided equally in C and unequally iruX).

The7i Tnitst

sum of sqq. on AD, DB=t'ioice sum of sqq. on AC, CD.

Draw CE=^AC at rt. z s to AB, and join EA, EB.
Draw DF at rt. z s to AB, meeting EB in F.

Draw FG at rt. z s to EC, and join AF
Then •.' z ACE is a rt. z

,

,'. sum of z s AEC, EAC=q. rt. z
;

and-.- L AEC= L EAC,
.-. z^E(7= half art. z.

So also z BEC and z EBC are each= half a rt. z .

Hence z AEF is a rt. z .

Also, -.- z (?Ei^ is half a rt. z , and z ^6^7^^ is a rt. z

.-. z J5;i^(? is half a rt. z
;

.-. z ^i^GJ= z (?i;i^, and .'. EG= GF.

So also z £i^D is half a rt. z , and BD=DF.

I. 3S.

I. A.

I. B. Cor.

Now sum of sqq. on AD, DB
=sq. on AD together with sq. on DF
=sq. on AF I. 47.

=sq. on AE together with sq. on EF I. 47.

= sqq. on AC, EC together with sqq. on EG, GF I. 47.

= twice sq. on AC together with twice sq. on GF
= twice sq. on AC together with twice sq. on CD.

Q. E. D.
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Proposition X. Theorem.

If a straight line he bisected and produced to any point,

the square on the whole line thus produced and the sqvxire on

the ]art of it produced are together double of the square on

half the line bisected and of the square on the line rnude up

of the half and the part produced.

LfCt the St. line AB\)q bisected in C and produced to D.

Then must

simuof sqq. on AD, BD^tvAce sum of sqq. on AC, CD.

Draw CE± to AB, and make CE=AC.
Join EA, EB and draw EF || to AD and DF to CE.

Then '.• l s FEB, FED are together less than two rt. z s,

,'. EB and FD will meet if produced towards B, D
in some pt. G.

Join AG.
Then •.' l ACE is a rt. z

,

.*. L s EAC, AFC together= a rt. z
,

and •.• lEAC= lAEC, I. -\

.-. z^i:C'=half a rt. z .

z s BEC, EBC each= half a rt. z .

z AEB is a rt. z .

D&j^, whic^= z EBC, is half a rt. z
,

and .'. z BCD is half a rt. z ;

.-. BD=DG. I. B. Cor.

Again, •.• z FGE=hA\i a rt. z , and z EFG is art. z , L 34.

.-. z FEG= haU a rt. z , and EF=FG. I. B. Cor.

Then sum of sqq. on AD, DB
=sum of sqq. on AD, DG
= sq. on AG I. 47.

= sq. on AE together with sq. on EG I. 47.

= sqq. on AC, EC together with sqq. on EF, FG I. 47.

= twice sq. on J.C together with twice sq. on EF
= twice sq. on AC together with twice sq. on CD. (i. e. d.

So also

Also
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. Proposition XI. Problem.

To divide a given straight line into two parts, so that the rect-

angle contained by the whole and one of the parts shall be equal

to the square on the other part.

-5! <^

I. 46.

T. 10.

Let ABhe the given st. line.

On AB descr. the sq. ADCB.
Bisect AD in E and join EB.

Produce DA to F, making EF=EB.
On AF descr. the sq. AFGH. I. 46.

TTien AB is divided in H so that red. AB, BH=sq. on AH.
Produce GH to K.

Then •.• DA is bisected in E and produced to F,
.'. rect. DF, FA together with sq. on AE

=sq. on EF
=sq. on EB, •• EB=EF,
=sum of sqq. on AB, AE.

Take from each the square on AE.
Then rect. DF, FA^sq. on AB.

Now FK= rect. DF, FA , \- FG=FA.
.: FK=AC.

Take from each the common part AK.
Then FH=HC;

that is, sq. on ^^=rect. AB, BH,

II. 6.

1.47.

Ax. 3.

BC=AB.
Thus AB is divided in H as was reqd.

Q. E. F.

Ex. Shew that the squares on the whole line and one of the

parts are equal to three times the square on the other part.
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Proposition XII. Theorem.

In ohtuse-angled triangles, if a perpendicular be dravm from
either of the acute angles to the opposite side produced, the square

on the side subtending the obtuse angle is greater than the squares

on the sides containing the obtuse angle, by ticice the rectangle

contained by the side, upon which, when produced, the perpendi-

cular falls, and the straight line intercepted irithout the triangle

between the perpendicular and the obtuse angle.

Let ABC be an obtuse-angled A, havincr l ACB obtnse.

From A draw AD A. to BC produced.

Then must sq. on AB be greater than sum- of sqq. on BC,

CA by twice red. BC, CD.

For since BD is divided into two parts in C,

sq. on BD=5um of sqq. on BC, CD, and t\^ice rect. BC, CD.

II. 4.

Add to each sq. on DA : then

sura of sqq. on BD, D^=sum of sqq. on BC, CD, DA and

twice rect. BC, CD.

Now sqq. on BD, DA =sq. on AB, 1. 47.

and sqq. on CD, DA=sq. on CA ;
I. 47.

.-. sq. on ^5=sum of sqq. on BC, CA and twice rect. BC, CD.
.'. sq. on AB is greater than sum of sqq. on BC, CA by

twice rect. BCj CD.
Q. E. D.

Ex. The squares on the diagonals of a trapezium are

together equal to the squares on its two sides, which are not

parallel, and twice the rectangle contained by the sides, which

are parallel.
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Proposition XIII. Theorem.

In every triangle, the square on the side subtending any of
the acute angles is less than the squares on the sides containing

that angle, by tunce the rectangle contained by either of these sides

a/nd the straight line intercepted between the perpendicular, let

fall upon it from the opposite angle, and the acute angle.

Fitt. 1. Fig. 2.

3 C

Let ABC be any a , having the z ABC acute.

From A draw AD ± to BC or BC produced.

Then must sq. on AG be less than the sum ef sqq. on AB,
VC, by twice rect BC, BD.

For iu Fig. 1 BC is divided into two parts in D,

and m Fig. 2 BD is divided into two parts in C

;

.'. in both cases

suni of sqq. on BC, BD=sum of twice rect. BC, BD and

sq. on CD. II. 7.

• Add to each the sq. on DA, then

sum of sqq. on BC, BD, DA=sum of twice rect. BC, BD
and sqq. on CD, DA

;

.*. sum of sqq. on BC, AB=s\im of twice rect. BC, BD and

sq. on ^C; I. 47.

.*. sq. on AC is less than sum of sqq. on AB, BC by twice

rect. BC, BD.
The case, in which the perpendicular AD coincides with A (7,

needs no proof.

Q. E. D.

Ex. i-*rove that the sum of the squares on any two sides of

a triangle is equal to twice the sum of tlie squares on half the

base and on the line joining the vertical angle with the middle

point of the base.
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Proposition XIV. Problem.

To describe a square that shall be equal to a given rectilinea';

fi<fure.

a

Let A be the given rectil. figure.

It is reqd. to describe a square that shall=A.

Describe the rectangularO BCDE=A. I. 45.

Then if BE=EI) fhe £7 BCDE is a square,

and what was reqd. is done.

But if BE be not=ED, produce BE to F, so that EF=EP.
Bisect BF in G ; and with centre G and distance GB.

describe the semicircle BHF.
Produce DE to H and join GH.

Then, •.• BF Is divided equally in G and unequally in E,

.-. rect. BE, EF together with sq. on GE
=sq. on GF II. 5.

=sq. on GH
=sum of sqq. on EH, GE. I. 47.

Take from each the square on GE.
Then rect. BE. EF^nf^. on EH.

But rect. BE, EF=BD, '.• EF=ED
;

.-. sq. on EB=BI)\

.' sq. on £"3"= rectil. figure A.
Q. E. jr.
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Miscellaneous Exercises on Booh II.

1. In a trianf.'le, whose vertical angle is a rigriL angle, a

strnight line is drawn fiorn the vertex perpendicular to the

base ; shew that the square on either of the sides a<ljaceut to

the right angle is equal to the rectangle contained by the

base and the segment of it adjacent to that side.

2. The squares on the diagonals of a parallelogram are to-

geth(?r equal to the squares on the four sides.

3. If ABCD be any rectangle, and any poiut either

within or without the rectangle, shew tlmt the sum of the

squares on OA, 00 is equal to the sum of the squares on OB,

OD.

4. If either diagonal of a parallelogram be equal to one of

the sides abojit the opposite angle of the figure, the square on

it shiall be less than the square on the other diameter, by twice

the square on the other side cibout that opposite angle.

5. Produce a given straight line AB to (7, so that the rect-

angle, contained by the sum and difference oiAB and AC, may
De equal to a given square.

6. Shew that the sum of the squares on the diagonals of any

quadrilateral is less than the sum of the squares on the four

sides, by four times the square on the line joining the middle

points of the diagonals.

7. If the square on the perpendicular from the vertex of a

triangle is equal to the rectangle, contained by the segments

of the base, the vertical angle is a right angle.

8. If two straight lines be given, shew how to produce one

of them so that the rectangle contained by it and the produced

part may be equal to the square on the other.

9. If a straight line be divided into three parts, the square

on the whole line is equal to the sum of the squares on i\w parts

together with twice the rectangle contained by each two of the

part'i.
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10. In any quadrilateral the squares on the diagonals are

together equal to twice tlie sum of the squares on the straight

lines joiniug the middle points of opposite sides.

11. If straight lines be drawn from each angle of a triangle

to bisect the opposite sides, four times the sum of the Sf^jiiares

on these lines is equal to three times the sum of the squaius on

the sides of the triangle.

12. CD is drawn perpendicular to AB^ a side of the triangle

AVtG^ in which AC=AB. Shew that the square on CD is

equal to the square on BD together with twice the rectangle

AD, DB.

13. The hypotenuse AB of a right-angled triangle ABCii
trisected in the poiflts D, E; prove that if CD, CE be joined,

the sum of the squares on the sides of the triangle CDE is

equal to two-thirds of the square on AB.

14. The square on the hypotenuse of an isosceles right-angled

triangle is equal to four times the square on the perpendicular

from the right angle on the hypotenuse.

15. Divide a given straight line into two parts, so that

the rectangle contained by them shall be equal to the square

described upon a straight line, which is less than half the Une

divided.
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NoTF, 6.

—

On tlie Measurement of Areas.

To measure :i ?rlagnitude, we fix upon some magnitude of the

same kind to serve as a standard or unit ; and then any

magnitude of that kind is measured by the number of times it

coiitains this unit, and this number is called the INIkasure of

the quantity.

Suppose, for instance, we wish to measure a straight line

AB. We take another straight line EF for our standard,

E F

and then we say

ii AB contain EF three times, the measure of AB is 3,

if four 4,

if X X.

Next suppose we wish to measure two straight lines AB^
CD by the same standard EF.

If AB contain EF m times

and CD n times,

where m and n stand for numbers, whole or fractional, we say

that AB and CD are commensurable.

But it may happen that we may be able to find a standard

line EF, such that it is contained an exact number of times in

AB ; and yet there is no number, whole or fractional, which

will express the number of times EF is contained in CD.

In such a case, where no unit-line can be found, such that it

is contained an exact number of times in each of two lines

AB, CD, these two lines are called incommensurable.

In the processes of Geometry we constantly meet with

incommensurable magnitudes. Thus tlie side and diagonal of

a square are incommensurables ; and so are the di:mieter and

circumference of a circle.
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Xext, suppose two lines AB, AC to be at right angles to

each other and to be commensurable, so that AJj contains four

times a certain unit of linear measurement, which is contained

by AG three times.

A.
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Biu. innsmucU as all lines are not Cvoui mensurable, we have

m Ge';;ietLy to treat of magnitudes and not of measures:

that is, when we use the symbol A to represent a lino (as

in I. 22), ^1 stiin<ls for the line itself and not, as in Algebra,

for the number of units of length contained by the line.

The method, ach-pted by Euclid in Book II. to explain the

relations between tlie rectangles contained by certain liii'-s, is

more exact than any method founded upon Algebraical prin-

ciples can be ; because his method applies not merely to the

case in which the sides of a rectangle are commensurable, but

also to the case in which they are incommensurable.

The student is now in a position to understand the practical

application of the theory of Equivalence of Areas, of which

the foundation is the 35th Proposition of Book I. We shall

give a few examples of the use made of this theory in Men-

suration.

Area of a Parallelogram.

The area of a parallelogram ABCD is equal to the area

of the rectangle ABEF on the same base AB and between

the same parallels 4-B, FG.

Now hB is the altitude of the parallelogram ABCD if

^B be taken as the base.

Hence area of O^i?CD =rect. AB, BE.
If then the measure of the biise be denoted by h,

• and altitude h,

the measure of the area of the ZZ7 will be denoted by oh

That is, when the base and altitude are commensurable,

measure of area= measure of base into measure of altitude.

8. B.
^
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Area of a Triangle.

If from one of the angular points A of a triangle ABC, a

perpendicular AD be drawn to BC, Fig. 1, or to BC produced,

Fig. ^,

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

B J) o ji a

:ind if, in both cases, a parallelogram ABCJE be completed

of which AB, BC are adjacent sides,

area of a ABC=ha\£ of area of CJ ABCE.
Now if the measure of BC be h,

and AD... h,

measure of area of ZI7 ABCE is hh
;

.% measure of area of a ABC is — •

A

Area of a Rhombus.

Let ABCD be the given rhombus.

Draw the diagonals A C and BD, cutting one another in 0.

A 23

D C

It is easy to prove that A C and BD bisect each other at

right angles.

Then if the measure of ^C be x,

and BD ... y,

measure of area of rhombus= twice measure of a ACD.

= twice
xy

^
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Area of a Trapezi/wm.

Let ABCD be the given trapezium, having the sides AB,
CD parallel.

Draw AE dX right angles to CD.

Produce DC to F, making CF-=AB.

Join AF, cutting BC in 0.

Then in L^ AOB, COF,

.• L BAO= L CFO, and z AOB= l FOG, and AB=CF;

.\ l.GOF=lAOB. 1.26.

Hence trapezium ABCD= aADF.

Now suppose the measures of AB, CD, AB to be m. 7t, p
respectively

;

.'. measure oi DF=m + n, '.' CF=AB.

Then measure of area of trapezium

= 1 (measure of DF X measure of AE)

=^ (m + n) X p.

That is, the measure of the area of a trapezium is found by-

multiplying half the measure of the sum of the parallel sides

by the measure of the perpendicular distance between the

parallel sides.
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Area of an Irregular Polygon.

There me three methods of findiDg the area of an irregular

polygon, which we shall here briefly notice.

I. The polygon may be diviJed into friaiujhs, and ihe

» :oa of each of these triangles be found separately.

J3

F D
Thus the area of the irregular polygon ABODE is equal

to the sum of the areas of the triangles ABE, EBD, DBG.

II. The T'olygon may he co.iverted into a single triangle

of equal area.

If ABODE be a pentagon, we c<ni convert it into an

equivalent quadrilateral by the following process :

Join BD and draw OF parallel to BD, meeting ED pro-

duced in F, and join BF.
Then wiU quadrilateral J^*i^i;=pentagoii ABODE.
For A BDF= aBOD, on same base BD and between

same parallels.

If, then, from the pentagon we remove A BOD, and add

txBDF to the remainder, we obtain a quadrilateral ABFE
equivalent to the pentagon A BODE.
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The quadrilateral may then, by a similar process, be con-

verted into an equivalent triangle, and thus a polyi^^on of any

number of sides may be gradually converted into an equiva-

lent triangle.

The area of this triangle may then be found,

III. The third method is chiefly employed in practice by

Surveyors

Let A BCDEFG be an irregular polygon.

Draw AE, the longest diagonal, and drop perpendiculars

on ^^ from the other angular points of the polygon.

The polygon is thus divided into figures which are either

right-angled triangles, rectangles, or trapeziums ; and the areas

of each of these figures may be readily calculated.
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Note 7. On Projections.

The projection of a point B, on a straight line of unlimited

leii^^th AE, is the point M at the foot of the perpendicular

dropped from B on AE.

The projection of a straight line BC, on a straight line of

unlimited length AE, is MN,—the part oi AE intercepted

between perpendiculars drawn from B and C.

When two lines, as AB and AE, form an angle, the pro-

jection of AB on AE is AM.

M -W~

We might employ the term projection with advantage to

shorten and make clearer the enunciations of Props, xii. and

XIII. of Book II.

Thus the enunciation of Prop. xii. might be :

—

" In oblique-angled triangles, the square on the side sub-

tending the obtuse angle is greater than the squares on the

sides containing that angle, by twice the rectangle contained

by one of these sides and the projection of the other on it."

The enunciation of Prop. xiii. might be altered in a similar

manner.
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Note 8. On Lod.

Suppose we have to determine the position of a point,

which is equidistant from the extremities of a given straight

line 50.

There is an infinite number of points satisfying this con

dition, for the vertex of any isosceles triangle, described ou

56' as its base, is equidistant from B and C,

Let ABC be one of the isosceles triangles described on

BC.

If BC be bisected in D, MN, a perpendicular to BC
drawn through D, will pass through A.

It is easy to shew that any point in MN, or MN produced

in either direction, is equidistant from B and C.

It may also be proved that no point out of MN is equi-

distant from B and C.

The line MN is called the Locus of all the points, infinite

in number, which are equidistant from B and C.

Def. In plane Geometry Locus is the name given to a

line, straight or curved, all of whose points satisfy a certain

geometrical condition (or have a common property), to the-

exclusion of all oilier points.
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Next, suppose we have to determine the position of a point,

which is equidistant fiom three given points A^ B, C, not in

the same straight line.

If we join A and B, we know that all points equidistant

from A and B lie in the line FD, which bisects J.B at right

angles.

If we join B and C, we know that all points equidistant

from B and C lie in the line QE, which bisects BG at right

angles.

Hence 0, the point of intersection of FD and QE^ is the

only point equidistant from A, B and 0.

FD is the Locus of points equidistant from A and B,

QE Band C,

and the Intersection of these Loci determines the point,

which is equidistant from A, B and C.

Exumples of Loci.

Find the loci of

d) Points at a given distance from a given point,

(2) Points at a given distance from a given straight line.

(3) The middle points of straight lines drawn from a

Ldven point to a given straight line.

(4) Points equidistant from the arms of an angle.

(b) Points equidistant from a given circle.

(6) Points equally distant from two straight lines which

intersect.
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Note 9. On the Methods employed in the solution of

Froblems.

In the solution of Geometrical Exercises, certain methods

may be applied with success to particuh. classes of questions.

We propose to make a few remarks on these methods, so far

as they axe applicable to the first two books of Euclid's

Elements.

TJie Method of Synthesis.

In the Exercises, attached to the Propositions in the pre-

ceding pages, the construction of the diagram, necessary for the

solution of each question, has usually been fully described, or

sufficiently suggested.

The student has in most cases been required simply to

apply the geometrical fact, proved in the Proposition preceding

the exercise, in order to arrive at the conclusion demanded in

the question.

This way of proceeding is called Synthesis (avvdeais= com-

position), because in it we proceed by a regular chain of reason-

ing from what is given to what is sought. This being the

method employed by Euclid throughout the Elements, we have

no need to exemplify it here.

The Method of Analysis.

The solution of many Problems is rendered more easy by

supposing the problem solved and the diagramn constructed.

It is then often possible to observe relations between lines,

angles and figures in the diagram, which are suggestive of the

steps by which the necessary construction might have been

efi'ected.

This is called the Method of Analysis (ai/dXvo-is= resolution).

It is a method of discovering truth by reasoning concerning

things unknown or propositions merely supposed, as if the one

were given or the other were really true. The process can

best be explained by the following examples.

Our first example of the Analytical process shall be the 31 si

Proposition of Euclid's First Book.
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Ex. 1. To draw a straight line through a given 'point parallel

to a given straight line.

Let A be the given point, and BC be the given straight line.

Suppose the problem to be effected, and EF to be the

straight line required.

/

Now we know that any straight like AD drawn from A to

meet BC makes equal angles with EF and BC. (i. 29.)

This is a fact from which we can work backward, and arrive

at the steps necessary for the solution of the problem ; thus :

Take any point D in BC, join AB, make z EAD= l ADC,
and produce EA to F : then EF must be parallel to BC.

Ex. 2. To inscribe in a triangle a. rhombus, having one of its

angles coincident with an angle of the triangle.

Let ABC be the given triangle.

Suppose the problem to be effected, and DBFE to be the

rhombus.

Then if EB be joined, z DBE= z FBE.

This is a fact from which we can work backward, and deduce

the necessary construction ; thus :

Bisect z ABC by the straight line BE, meeting AC in E.

Draw ED and EF parallel to BC and AB respectively.

Then DBFE is the rhombus required. (See Ex. 4, p. 5L».)
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Ex. 3. To cldermine the j^oint in a given siraiyht line, at

which straight lines, draim from two given points, on the same

side of the given line, make equal angles unth it.

Let CI) be the given line, and A and B the given points.

Suppose the problem to be effected, and P to be the point

req^uired.

We then reason thus :

If BF were produced to some point A
,

L CPA', being= z BPD, wiU be= z APC.

Again, if PA' be made equal to PA,

AA' will be bisected by CP at right angles.

This is a fact from which we can work backward, and find

the steps necessary for the solution of the problem ; thus :

From A draw ^0 i. to CD.

Produce AO to A', making OA'= OA.

Join BA', cutting CD in P.

Then P is the point required.

KoTE 10. On Symmetry.

The problem, which we have just been considering, suggests

the following remarks :

If two points, A and A', be so situated with respect to a

straight line CD, that CD bisects at right angles the straight

line joining A and A', then A and A' are said to be symmetrical

with regard to CD.

The importance of symmetrical relations, as suggestive of

methods for the solution of problems, cannot be fully shewn
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to a learner, who is unacquainted with the properties of the

circle. The following example, however, will illustrate this

part of the subject sufficiently for our purpose at present.

Find a 'point in a given straight line, such that the s^im of its

distances from two fixed points on the same side of the line is a

minimum, that is, less than the sv.m of the distaiices of any other

point in the line from the fixed, points.

Taking the diagram of the last example, suppose CD to be

the given line, and A, B the given points.

Now if A and A' be symmetrical with respect to CD, we
know that every point in CD is equally distant from A and A'.

(See Note 8, p. 103.)

Hence the sum of the distances of any point in CD from A
and B is equal to the sum of the distances of that point from

A' and B.

But the sum of the distances of a point in CD from A' and

B is the least possible when it lies in the straight line joining

A' and B.

Hence the point P, determined as in the la^t examiple, is the

point required.

Note. Propositions ix., x., xi., xii. of Book I. give good

examples of symmetrical constructions.

Note 11. Euclid!s Fronf of 1. 5.

The angles at the hose of an isosceles triangle are equal to one

another ; and if th.e equal sides be produced, the angles upon the

otJier side of the hojse shall he equal.

Let ABC be an isosceles a , having AB= 4 C

Produce A B, AC to D Bind E.

Then w,ust L ABC= l ACB,

and L DBC= l ECB.
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Ill BD take any pt. F.

From AE cut off AG=AF,

Join FC and GB.

Then in L% AFC, AGB,

:• FA^GA, and AC=AB, and z J'^C= z GAB,

.\ FC=GB, and z AFC= l AGB, and z J(7i^= z ^5(?.

Again, •.* AF=AG,
of which the parts ^5, AC are equal,

.', remainder i»i<'=remainder CG.

Then in a s BFC, CGB,

\- BF=CG, and FC=GB, and z ^FC= z CGB,

.: L FBC= z GCB, and z 5C'>= z CBG,

Now it has been proved that z ^Ci^= z ABG,
of which the parts z jBCF and z C^G are equal

.'. remaining z J r'/?^ remaining z ^5(7.

Also it has been proved that z FBC= z 6^ Off,

that is, z i>i?e= z ^C^.

1.4.

Ax.

1.4.

Ax. 3.

Q. E. D.
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Note 12. EucMs Proof of I. 6.

If two angles of a triangle he equal to one another, the

tides aUo, which mhtend the equal angles, shall be equul to

one another.

B if

In AABClet l ACB= l ABC,

Then must AB=AC.
For if not, AB is either greater or less than Ad

Suppose AB to be greater than AG.

From AB cut off BD=AC, and join DC.

Then in A s DBC, A CB,

'.• DB= AC, and BC is common, and z DBC= l ACB,
.'. lDBC=aACB; I. 4.

that is, the less= the greater ; which is absnrd.

.*. AB is not greater than AC.

Similarly it may be she-vv-n that AB is not less than AC;
.'. AB=^AC.

Q. E. D.

Note 13. EucMs Proof of I. 7.

Upon the same hose *and on tlie same side of it, there

cannot he two triangles that have their sides which are ter-

minated in one extremity of the base equal to one another,

and their sides which are terrminated in the other extremity

of the base equal also.

If it be possible, on the same base AB, and on the same

side of it, let there be two c\s A CB, ADB, such thatAC=AD^
a.ixd also BC=BD.

Join CD.
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First, when the vertex of each of the As is outside the

other A (Fig. 1.) ;

Fio 1. Fig. 2.

C 2)

1.6.

•.' AD=AC,
.'. L ACD= L ADC.

But L ACDis greater than z BCD ;

.-. z ADC is greater than z BCD
;

much more is z BDC greater than z BCD.

Again, •.• BC=BD,
.'. z ^DC= z 5CA

that is, z £D(7 is both equal to and greater than z BCD
;

which is absurd.

Secondly, when the vertex D of one of the A s falls iinthin

the other a (Fig. Ts
;

Produce ^C and AD to E and F
Then '.' AC-=AD.

.: L ECD= L FDC. I. 5.

But z ^OD is gi eater than z ifC'X>
;

.-. z i^DO is greater than z ^C'D
;

much more is z £Z>(7 greater than z jBC'D.

Again, •.• BC=BD,
.-. z £i)e= z ^CD

;

that is, z 5DC is both equal to and greater than z BCD
;

which is i)l)surd.

Lastly, when the vertex D of one of the as falls on a

side BC of the other, it is plain that BC and BD cannot

be f(|Uid. Q. K. D.
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Note 14. Euclids Proof of L 8.

If tivo triangles have two sidss of the one equal to two

sides of the other, each to each, and have likeivise their bases

equal, the angle u-hich is contained by the tico sides of the

one niiist be equal to the angU contained by the tiuo sides of

the other.

Let the sides of the as ABC, DEFhe equal, each to each,

that is, AB=DE, 4C=DF and BC=EF.

Then must iBAC= i EDF.

Apply the L. ABC to the a DEF.

so that pt. £ is on pt. E, and BC on EF.

Then \-BC=EF,

.'. C will coincide with F,

and BC wiU coincide with EF.

Then AB and AC must coincide with DE and DF.

For if AB and AC have a different position, as GE, GF,

then upon the same base and upon the same side of it there

can be two a s, which have their sides which are terminated in

one extremity of the base equal, and their sides which are ter-

minated in the other extremity of the base also equal : which

is impossible. I. 7.

.'. since base BC coincides with base EF,

AB must coincide with DE, and AC with DF

;

.'. L 5^ (7 coincides with and is equal to z EDF.

Q. E. D.
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KoTE 15. Another Proof of I. 24.

In the AS ABC, DBF, let AB=DE and AC=DF,AMd.
let L BAChQ greater than z EDF.

Then must BC be yreaU^ than EF.

n

A

\

Apply the A DBF to the lABC
so that DE coincides with AB.

Then •.• z EDF is less than z BAC,
DF will fall between BA and AC,

and F will fall on, or above, or 6eZoiy, BC.

I. UF fall on £0,

BF is less than £C

;

.-. EF is less than BC.

II. If F fall above BC,

BF, FA together are less than

BC, CA,

Sind FA= CA;
.: BF \& less than BC

\

.', EF is less than BC.

III. If F fall heloic BC.

let AF cut BC in 0.

Then ^O, OF together are greater than BF, I. 20.

and DC. AG..... AC; I. 20.

.'.BC,AF Bi^^^C together,

and AF=AC,
• BC IS greatfT than BF •

and . . ri^i.-s If-^ than BC. <^ e. d.
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Note 16. Budidh Proof of I. 26.

If tico triangles have two angles of the one equ<il to two angles

of the other, each to each, and one side equal to one side,

viz., either the sides adjacent to tice equal angles, or the sides

ojypositc to equal angles in eoxh ; then shall the other sides he

equal, each to each ; and also the third angle of the one to the

third angle of the other.

C ^
In LsABC,DEF,

Let z ABC = L DBF, and l ACB = ^ DFE
;

and first.

Let the sides adjacent to the equal z s in each be equal,

that is, let BC=BF.

Then must J.5=I>^,and ^C=i>i^, and l BAC = l BDF.

For if ^B be not=D-EJ. one of them must be the greater.

, Let AB be the greater, and make GB=DB, and join GO
Then in as GBC, DBF,

V GB=DE, and BC=EF, and i GBC ^ i DBF,
.'. L GCB= u DFB. L 4.

But lACB=l DFB by hypothesis
;

.-. L GCB= I ACB
;

that is, the less= the greater, which is impossible.

.
•. AB is not greater than DB.

In the same way it may be shewn that AB is not less than

DB;
.: AB=DB.

Then in A s ABC, DBF,
'.' AB^DE, and BC=BF, and z ABC= i DEF,

.'. AC=DF, and i BAC= i BDF. I. i.
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Ntjd^ let the sides v%-hich are opposite to equal angles in each

tiiangle be equal, viz., AB=DE.
Then must AC=DF, and BC=EF, and l BAC = z EDF,

s a

For if BC be not=EF, let BC be the greater, and make

BH=EF, and join ^^.

Then in A s ABH, DEF,

V AB=DE, and BR=EF, and z ABn= z X>^i^,

.-. z ^i7£= z Di^iJ. I. 4.

Eut z ^C5 = z Di^E, by hypothesis,

.-. lAHB = lACB;
that is, the exterior z of A AHC is equal to the interior and

opposite z ACBf which is impossible.

.*. BC IS not greater than EF.

In the same way it may be shewn that BC is not less than

EF;
.'. BC=EF.

Then in a s ABC, DEF,
V AB=DE, and BC=EF, and z J7i0= z DiJi^,

,'. AC==DF, and z -B^C= z ^i)jP. I. 4.

Q. E. D.
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Miscrlkineoiis Exercises on Bool:^ I. and II.

1. AB and CD are equal straiu;ht lines, bisecting one another

at right angles. Shew that ACBD is a square.

2. From a point in the side of a paralIeL»gram draw a line

dividing the parallelogram into two equal parts.

3. In the triangle FDC, if FCD be a right angle, and angle

FOG be double of angle CFD, shew that FI) is double

of DC.

4. If ABC be an equilateral triangle, and AD, BE be per-

pendiculars to the opposite sides intersecting in F ; shew that

the square on AB is equal to three tinies the square on AF.

5. Describe a rhombus, which shall be equal to a given

triangle, and have each of its sides equal to one side of the

triangle.

6. From a given point, outside a given straight line, draw

a line making with the given line an angle equal to a given

rectilineal angle.

7. If two straight lines be drawn from two given points to

meet in a given straight line, shew that the sum of these lines

is the least possible, when they make equal angles with the

given line.

8. ABCD is a parallelogram, whose diagonals AC, BD in-

tersect in : shew that if the parallelograms AOBP^ DOCQ
be completed, the straight line joining F and Q passes through

0.

9. ABCD, EBGF are two parallelograms on the same base

BC, and so situated that CF p.isses through A. Join DF,
and produce it to meet BE produced in K

;
join FB, and

prove that the triangle FAB equals the triangle FEK.
10. Tlie alternate sides of a polygon are produced to meet

;

shew that all the angles at their points of intersection together

with four right angles are equal to all the interior angles of

the polygon.

11. Shew that roe perimeter of a rectangle is always greater

than that of the square equal to the rectangle.
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12. Shew thcit the opposite sides of au equiangular hexagon

are parallel, though they be not equal.

13. If two equal sti-aight lines intersect each other anywhere

at right angles, shew that the area of the quadrilateral formed

by joining their extremities is invariable, and equal to one-half

the square on either line.

14. Two triangles ACB, ADB are constructed on the same

side of the same base AB. Shew that if AC=BD and

AD=BC, then CD is parallel to AB ; but if ^C'=i^Oand

AD=BI), then CD ls perpendicular to AB.
15. AB is the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle ABC

:

find a point D in AB, such that DB may be equal to the per-

pendicular from D on AC.

16. Find the locus of the vertices of triangles of equal area

on the same base, and on the same side of it,

17. Shew that the perimeter of an isosceles triangle is less

than that of any triangle of equal area on the same base.

18. If ea^h of the equal angles of an isosceles triangle be

equal to one-fourth the vertical angle, and from one of them a

perpendicular be drawn to the base, meeting the opposite side

produced, then will the part produced, the perpendicular, and

the remaining side, form an equilateral triangle.

19. If a straight line terminated by the sides of a triangle

be bisected, shew that no other line terminated by the same

two sides can be bisected in the same point.

20. Shew how to bisect a given quadrilateral by a straight

line drawn from or.e of its angles.

21. Given the lengths of the two diagonals of a rhombus, con-

struct it.

22. ABCD is a quadrilateral figure : constmct a triangle

whose base shall be in the line AB, such that its altitude shall

be equal to a given line, and its area equal to that of the

quadrilateral.

23. If from any point in the base of an isosceles triangle

perpendiculai-s be drawn to the sides, their sum will be equal

to the perpendicular from either extremity of the base upon
the opposite side.
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24. If ABC be a triangle, in which (7 is a right angle, and

DE be drawn from a point D in J.C at right angles to Al>^

prove that the rectanglvs AB^ AE and AC, AD are equal.

25. A line is drawn bisecting parallelogram ABCD, and

meeting AD, BG m E umi F : shew that the triangles EBE,
CEI) are equal.

26. Upon the hyputeituse BG and the sides CA, AB of a

right-angled triangle ABC, squares BBEC, AF and AG are

described : shew that the squares on DG and EF are together

equal to five times the square on BG.

27. If from the vertical angle of a triangle three straight

lines be drawn, one bisecting the angle, the second bisecting

the base, and the third perpendicular to the base, shew that

the first lies, both in position and magnitude, between the

other two.

28. If ABG\jQ a triangle, whose angle J. is a right angle,

and BE, CF be drawn bisecting the oppusite sides respectively,

shew that four times the sum of the squares on BE and CF ia

equal to five times the square on BG.

29. Let ACB, ADB be two right-angled triangles having

a common hypotenuse AB. Join CD and on CD produced

both ways draw perpendiculars AE, BF. Shew that the sum
of the squares on GE and CF is equal to the sum of the squares

on DE and DF.

30. In the hose AC oi a, triangle take any point D: bisect

AD, DG, AB, BC at the points E, F, G, H respectively.

Shew that EG is equal and parallel to FH.

31. If AD be dra'wn from the vertex of an isosceles triangle

ABC to a point D in the base, shew that the rectangle BD, DG
is equal to the difference between the squares on AB and AD.

32. If in the sides of a squart four points be taken at equal

distances from the four anguhir points taken in order, the

figure contained by the straight lines, which join them, shall

also be a square.

33. If the sides of an equilateral and equian;.;ular pentagon

be produced to meet, shew that the sum of the anL;les at the

points of meeting is equal to two right angles.
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34. Describe a square that shall be equal to the dilieveiice

between two given and unequal squares.

35. ABCD, AECFate two parallelograms, EA, AD being

in a straight line. Let FG, drawn parallel to AC, meet BA
produced in G. Then the triangle ABE equals the triangle

AUG.

36. From AC, the diagonal of a square ABCD, cut off AE
equal to one-foiu-th of AC, and join BE, DE. Shew that the

figure BADE is equal to twice the square on AE.

37. If ABC be a triangle, with the angles at B and C each

double of the angle at A, prove that the square on AB is

equal to the square on BC together with the rectangle AB,

BC.

38. If two sides of a quadrilateral be parallel, the triangle

contained by either of the other sides and ttie two straight

lines drawn from its extremities to the middle point of the

opposite side is half the quadrilateral.

39. Describe a parallelogram equal to and equiangular with

a given parallelogram, and having a given altitude.

40. If the sides of a triangle taken in order be produced to

twice their original lengths, and the outer extremitifs be

joined, the triangle so formed will be seven times the original

triangle.

41. If one of the acute angles of a right-angled isosceles

triangle be bisected, the opposite side will be divided by the

bisecting line into two parts, such that the square on one will

be double of the square on the other.

42. ABC is a triangle, right-angled at B, and BD is drawn

perpendicular to the base, and is produced to E until ECB is

a right angle
;
prove that the square on BC is equal to the sum

of the rectangles AD, DC and BD, DE.

43. Shew that the sum of the squares on two unequal lines is

greater than twice the rectangle contained by the lines.

44. From a given isosceles triangle cut off a trapezium,

having the base of the tiiangle for one of its parallel sides,

and having the other three sides equal.
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45. If auy number of parallelograms be constructed having

their sides of given length, shew that the sum of the squares

on the diagonals of each will be the same.

46. ABCD is a right-angled parallelogram, and AB is double

of EC ; on AB an equilateral triangle is constructed : shew

that its area will be less than that of the parallelogram.

47. A point is t^iken within a triangle ABC, such that the

angles BOC, COA, AOB are equal
;
prove that the squares on

BC, CA, AB are together equal to the rectangles contained by

OB, DC ; OC, OA ; OAy OB ; and twice the sum of the

squares on OA, OB, OC.

48. If the sides of an equilateral and equiangular hexagon

be produced to meet, the angles formed by these lines art-

together equal to four right angles.

49. ABC is a triangle right-angled at J. ; in the hypot( -

nuse two points D, E are taken such that BD=BA and

CE=CA ; shew that the square on DE is equal to twice t>e

rectangle contained by BE, CD.

50. Given one side of a rectangle which is equal in area to i

given square, find '^^'^^ r.tbor side.

51. AB, AC are the two equal sides of an isosceles triangle
;

from B, BD is drawn perpendicular to A C, meeting it in D ;

shew that the square on BD is greater than the square on CD
by twice the rectangle AD, CD.
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EXAMINATION PAPERS IN EUCLID

SET TO CANDIDATES FOB

First and Second Glass Provinoiai Certificates,

AND TO STUDENTS MATEICULATING IN THE

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.

SECOND CLASS PROVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 1871.

TIME—TWO HOUEB AND A HALF.

1. If two *riangle8 hare two sides of the one equal to two sidee;

of the other, each to each, and have likewise their

bases equal, the angle which is contained by the two
sides of the one shall be equal to the angle contained

by the two sidee, equal to them, of the other.

2. Triangles upon the same base, and between the same par-

allels, are equal to one another.

3. If the square described upon one of the sides of a triangle

be equal to the squares described upon the other two
sides of it, the angle contained by these two sides is a

right angle.

4. If a straight line be divided into two equal, and also into

two unequal, parts, the squares on the two unequal
parts are together double of the square on half the

line, and of the square on the line between the points

of section.

5. If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the rec-

tangles contained by the whole and each of the parts

are together equal to the square on the whole line.

6. Bisect a parallelogram by a straight line drawn from a point

in one of its sides.

7. Let A B C be a triangle, and let B D be t» straight line

drawn to D, a point in A C between A and C, then, if

A B be greater than A C, the excess of A B above A C
is less than that of B D above D C.

8. In a triangle A B C, A D being drawn perpendicular to the
straight line B D which bisects the angle B, show that

a line drawn from D parallel to B C will bisect A C.

Note.—The percentage of marks requisite, in order that a

caodidate may be ranked of a particular grade, will be taken
oij the value of the above paper, omitting question 8.
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SECOND CLASS PKOVrNCIAL OEKTIFICATES, 1872.

TIME—2| H0UR3.

1. Define a straight line^ & plane rectilineal amjU, &right ongle^

a Gnomon. Enunciate Euclid's Postulates.

2. If from the ends of the side of a triangle there be drawn
two straight lines to a point within the triangle, these

shall be less than the other two sides of the triangle,

but shall contain a greater angle.

3. If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to angles
of the other, each to each, and one side equal to one
side, namely, either the sides adjacent to the equal
angles, or sides which are opposite to equal angles in

each ; then shall the other sides be equal, each to

each ; and also the third angle of the one equal to the
third angle of the other. (Take the case in which the

assumed equal sides are those opposite to equal angles.)

4. In every triangle, the square on the side subtending an
acute angle is less than the sides containing that

angle, by twice the rectangle contained by either ol

these sides, and the straight line intercepted between
the perpendicular let fall on it from the opposite
angle, and acute angle. {Take the case where the per-

pendicular falls within the triangle.)

5. If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the squares
on the whole line, and one of the parts, are equal tc

twice the rectangle contained by the whole and that

part, together with the square on the other part.

6. Prove that, if a straight line AD be drawn from A, one of

the angles of a triangle ABC, to D, the middle point

of the opposite side BC, BA X AC is greater than 2

AD.
7. Let the equilateral triangle ABC, and triangle ADB, in

which the angle ABD is a right angle, be on the same
base AB, and between the same parallels AB and CD.
Prove that 4 AD2 = 7 AB2

•< From D, a point in AB, a side of the triangle ABC, it is

required to draw a straight line DE, cutting BC in E,
and AC produced in F, so that DE may be equal to

EF.

SECOND CLASS PKOVINCIAL CEETIFICATES, 1873.

TIME—TWO HOUBS ANP A UMJP.

Note.—Candidates who take only Book I, will confine them-
selves to the first eight questions ; those who take Books I anJ
n, will omit the first two questions.
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1. If iM) angles of a triangle be equal to one another, the

sides also which subtend, or are opposite to, the equal

angles, shall be equal to one another.

2. U one side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle

shall be greater than either of the interior opposite

angles.

3. The opposite side, and angles of a parallelogram, are

equal to one another.

4. The complements of the parallelograms, which are about

the diameter of any parallelogram, are equal to one

another.

5. To describe a square on a given straight line.

6. Let A B C D be a quadrilateral figure whose opposite

angles ABC and ADC are right angles. Prove

that, if A B be equal to A D, G B and C D shaU also

bo equal to one another.

7. If A B C D be a quadrilateral figure, having the side A B
parallel to the side C D, the straight line which joins

the middle points of A B and D C shall divide the

quadrilateral into two equal parts.

8. The straight line, which joins the middle points of two

sides of a triangle, is parallel to the base.

9. If a straight Hne be divided into any two parts, the

square on the whole line is equal to the squares on the

two parts, together with twice the rectangle contained

by the parts.

10. In an obtuse angled triangle, is the sum of the sides con-

taining the obtuse angle greater or less than the

square of the side opposite to the obtuse angle ?

And, by how much ? Prove the proposition.

SECOND CLASS PKOVINCIAL CEKTIPICATES, 1874.

TIME— TWO HOUBS ATxD THBEE-QUABTEBS.

Note.—Candidates who take only Book I. will "confine them-
selves to the first 7 questions. Those who take Books I. and

il. will omit questions 1, 2, and 3.

1. When is one straight line said to be perpendicular to an-

other.

To draw a straight line perpendicular to a given

straight line of an unhmited length, from a given

point without it.

3. If one side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle

shall be greater than either of the interior opposite

angles.

6 Tf two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two
angles of the other, each to each ; and one fidM

9qaal to one side, namely, sides which are opposite to
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equal angles in each ; then shall the other sideB be
equal, each t*i each.

4. What arc parallel straight lines t

If a straight line, falling on two other straight lines,

make the alternate angles equal to one smother, the
two straight lines shall be parallel to one another.

6. What is a parallelogram ?

rarallelograms on equal bases, and between the same
parallels, are equal to one another.

6. If two isosceles triangles be on the same base, and on the
same side of it, the straight line which joins their

vertices, will, if produced, cut the base at right angles.

7. Let AT5G be a triangle, in which the angle ABC is a right

angle. From AG cut oS AD equal to AB, and join

Bl). Pnive that the angle BAG is equal to twice the
angle CBD.

8. If a straight line be dirided into two equal parts and also

into two unequal parts, the rectangle contained by
the unequal parts, together with the square on the line

between the points of section, is equal to, &c. (5, 11.)

9. In every triangle, the square on the side subtending an
acute angle is less than the squares on the sides con-

taining that angle, by &c. (13,11). (It will be suf-

ficent to take the case in which the perpendicular falls

within the triangle.)

10. To describe a square that shall be equal to a given recti-

Uneal figure.

11. The square on any straight line drawn from the vertex of

an isosceles triangle to the base is less than the

square on a side of a triangle by a rectangle contained
by the segments of the base.

SECOND CLASS PROVINCIAL CEKTIFICATES, 1875.

TIME TWO HOURS AND THREE-QUARTEBS.

Note.—Those students who take only Book I. will confine

themselves to the first seven questions. Those who take

Books I. and 11. will omit the questions marked with aa
asterisk (*), namely, (1) and (2).

•1. If one side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle

is greater than either of the interior opposite angles.

*2. If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two
angles of the other, each to each, and one side equal

to on'^ cide, namely, the sides opposite to equal angles,

then shall the oilier sides be equal, each to each.

3. If a straight line fulling on two other straight hues make
the alternate angles equal to each other, tliese two
straight liuetj shall be parallel.
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4. li a straight line fall upon two parallel straight lines, it

makes the two interior angles upon the same side

together equal to two right angles.

5. Assuming Proposition XXXII, deduce the corollarj- :

" all the exterior angles of any rectilineal figure,

made by producing the sides successively in the same
direction, are together equal to four right angles."

6. If a straight line, drawn parallel to the base of a triangle,

bisect one of the sides, it shall bisect the other also.

7. Let ABC and ADC be two triangles on the same base AC
and between the same parallels AC and BD. Prove,

that, if the sides AB and BC be equal to one another,

their sum is less than the sum of the sides AD and
DC.

8. If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the rect-

angles contained by the whole and each of the parts

are together equal to the square on the whole hne.
9. If a straight line be bisected and produced to any point,

the rectangles contained by the whole Hne thus pro-

duced, and the part of it produced, together with,

etc., (6, n).
lO. Divide a straight line into two parts, such that the sum

of their squares may be the least Dossible.

FIRST CLASS PROVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 1871.

TIME.—THREE HOUES.

To describe a square that shall be equal to a given recti-

Uneal figure.

A segment of a circle being given, to describe the circle of

which it is the segment.

If the vertical angle of a triangle be divided into two
equal angles by a straight hne which also cuts the

base, the segments of the base shall have the same
ratio which the other sides of the triangle have to one
another.

In a right-angled triangle, if a perpendicular be drawn
from the right angle to the base, the triangles on each
side of it are similar to the whole triangle and to one
another.

If four straight lines be proportionals, the similar rectilineal

figures similarly described upon them shall also bt
proportionals.

Draw a straight line so as to touch two given circles.

Let ABC be a triangle, and from B and C, the extremi-

ties of iixe base B C. let line B F and C E be drawn ie

F and E, the middle points of A C and A B respeet-
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ively, then, if B F = C E, A B and A C shall be equal

to one another.

8. Describe an equilateral triangle equal to a given triangle.

FIEST CLASS PROVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 1872.

TIME—TWO AND A HALF HOURS.

1. If a straight hno touch a cii'cle, and from the point of con-

tact a straight hue be drawn cutting the circle, the

angles which this line makes with the Hue touching
the circle shall be equal to the angles which are in the

alternate segments of the circle.

2. To inscribe a circle in a giveu triangle.

3. Equal triangles which have one angle of the one equal to

one angle of the other, have their sides about the

equal angles reciprocally proportional.

4. Similar triangles are to one another in the dupUcate ratio

of their homologous sides.

5. In any right angled triangle, any rectilineal figure described

on the side subtending the right angle is equal to the

similar and similarly described figures on the sides

containing the right angle.

6. Two circles cut each other, and through the points of sec-

tion are drawn two parallel lines, terminated by the

circumferences. Prove that these lines are equal.

7. Let A C and B D, the diagonals of a quadrilateral figure

A B C D, intersect in E. Then, if A B be parallel to

C D, the circles described about the triangles ABE
and CLE shaU touch one another.

S. Divide a triangle into two equal parts by a straight line «t

right angles to one of the sides.

FIRST CLASS PROVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 1878.

TIME—THREE HOURS.

1. The angle in a semicircle is a right angle.

2. A segment of a circle being given, describe the circle nf

which it is a segment.
3. Give Euchd's definition of proportion ; and prove, by taking

equi-multiples according to the definition, that 2, 3, 9,

13, are not proportionals.

4. Similar triangles are to one another in the duplicate ratio

of their homologous sides.

5. To find a mean proportional between two given straight

lines.

6. Through C, the vertex of a triangle A C B, which has the

sides A C and C B equal to one another, a line C D
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iB drawn parallel to A B ; and straight lines, A D,
D B, are drawn from A and B to any point D in C D.

Prove that the angle A C D is greater than the angle
ADB.

7. A B C D is a quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle.

From A and B, perpendiculars A E, B F are let fall

on C D (produced if necessary); and from C and D.
perpendiculars C G, D H, are let fall on B A (produced
if necessary). Prove that the rectangles A E, B F and
C G, D H, are equal to one another.

8 A B C D is a quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle. The
straight line D E drawn through D parallel to A B,

cuts the side B C in E ; and the straight line A E pro-

duced meets D C produced in F. Prove, that if the

,

rectangle B A, A D be equal to the rectangle E C. C F,

the triangle A D F shall be equal to the quadrilateral

A B G D.

FIRST CLASS PROVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 1874.

TIMB—THREE H0UB8.

In equal circles, equal straight lines cut off equal circum-
ferences, the greater, equal to the greater, and the less

to the less.

To describe a circle about a given equilateral and equiangu-
lar pentagon.

To find a mean proportional between two given straight

lines.

What is meant by duplicate ratio ? Write down two whole
numbers, which are in the duplicate ratio of ^ to J.

What are similar rectilineal figures ?

Similar triangles are to one another in the dupHcate ratio

of their homologous sides.

In any right angled triangle, any rectilineal figure described

on the side subtending the right angle is equal to the

similar and similarly described figures on the sides

containing the right angle.

To describe a triangle, of which the base, the vertical angle,

and the sum of the two sides are given.

From A the vertex of a triangle ABC, in which each of the

angles ABC and aCB is less than right angle, AD is

let fall perpendicular on the base BC. Produce BC to

E, making CE equal to AD ; and let F be a point in

AC, such that the triangle BFE is equal to the tri-

angle ABC. Prove that F is one of the augnlar

points of a square inscribed in the triangle ABC,
with one of its sides on BC.
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Let E be the point of intersection of the diagonals of a
quadrilateral figure ABCD, of which any two opposite
angles are together equal to two right angles. Pro-
duce BC to G, making CG equal to EA ; and produce
AD to F, making DF equal to BE. Prove that if EG
and EF be joined, the triangles EDF and ECG ar«
equal to one another.

FIRST CLASS PEOVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 1875.

TIME—THBEK HOUKfi.

1. If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two
angles of the other, each to each, and one side equal

to one side, namely, the sides adjacent to the equal

angles in each, then shall the other sides be equal

each to each.

2. From a given circle to cut off a segment, which shall con-

tain an angle equal to a given rectilineal angle.

3. If the angle of a triangle be divided into two equal angles

by a straight line which also cuts the base, the

segments of the base shall have the same ratio which
the other sides of the triangles have to one another.

4. The sides about the equal angles equi-angular triangles are

proportionals ; and those which are opposite to the

equal angles are homologous sides.

5. If the similar rectilineal figures similarly described upon
four straight lines be proportionals, those straight

lines shall be proportionals.

6. Any rectangle is half the rectangle contained by the

diameters of the squares on its adjacent sides.

7. Through a given point within a given circle, to draw a

straight line such that one of the pares of it intercept-

ed between that point and the circumference shall be
double of the other.

9. If, from any point in a circular arc, perpendiculars be let

fall on its bounding radii, the distance of their feet ia

invariable.

MATRICULATION, 1871.

State the points of agreement and disagreement of the

circle, square and rhombus, with one another as

appearing from their definitions.

Any two sides of a triangle are together greater than the

third side.

Show that the sum of the excesses of each pair of side*

above the third side is equal to the sum of the Om -

side-s of the t)iancle.
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If the square described upon one of the sides of a triangle

be equal to the square described on the other two
sides of it, the angle contained by these two sides is a

right angle.

In an isosceles triangle if the square on the base be equal

to three times the square on either side the vertical

angle is two-thirds of two right angles.

If a straight line be divided into any two parts thi

square on the whole line is equal to the square on the

two parts, together with twice the rectangle contained

by the parts.

Is there any difference between the principle of this propo-
sition and the statement (a -|- b'f = a^ -}- 2ab -[- b^ .

Of all the squares that can be inscribed within an-

other the least is that formed by joining the bisec-

tions of the side.

If a straight Une be divided into two equal and also into

two unequal parts, the squares on the two unequal
parts are together double of the square on half the

line and of the square on the line between the points

of section.

Dous the statement respecting the equaUty of the square
hold for any other division of the line. ,

Equal straight lines in a circle are equally distant from
the centre ; and conversely, those which are equally

distant from the centre are equal to one another.

The lines joining the extremities of two equal straight

lines in a circle towards the same parts are parallel to

each other.

What is meant by the Angle in a segment of a circle ?

Define similar segments of circles.

Upon the same straight Une and upon the same side of it,

there cannot be two similar segments of circles not
coinciding with one another.

In equal circles the angles which stand upon equal arcs,

are equal to one another whether they be at the cen-

tres or circumferences.

If two equal circles so intersect each other that the tan-

gents at one of their points of intersection are inclined

to each other at an angle of 60" shew that

Radius of circle : line joining their centres : : 1 : "v/sT"

From a given circle to cut off a segment that shall contain
an angle equal to a given rectilineal angle.

In a given circle inscribe a triangle which shall have a

given vertical angle, and whope area shall be equal to

a given triangle ; and shew with what hmitation this

can be done.
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10. When is a circle said to be inscribed in a rectihne*
figure.

To inscribe a circle in a given triangle.

LI, Inscribe an equilateral and equiangular pentagon in a

given circle.

Show how to divide a right angle into fifteen equal parts.

»

MATRICULATION, 1872.

1. From a given point to draw a straight Line equal to a givea
straight line.

Explain what different constructions there are in thin

proposition.

2. If a side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle is

equal to the two interior and opposite angles; and the
three interior angles of every triangle are together

equal to two right angles.

Find the number of degrees in one of the exterior angles

of a regular heptagon.
3. Triangles upon the same or equal bases and between the

same parallels are equal to one another.

By means of these propositions prove that a line drawn
parallel to the base of a triangle and cutting oS one-

fourth from one of its sides, will also cut off a fourth

part from the other side.

If a straight line be divided into two equal and also into

two unequal parts, the squares on the two unequal
parts are together double of the square on half the

line, and of the square on the hne between the points

of section.

If a chord be drawn parallel to the diameter of a circle

and from any point in the diameter hues be drawn to

its extremities, the sum of their squares will be equal

to the sum of the squares of the segments of the diam-
eter.

To divide a given straight line into two parts, so that the

rectangle contained by the whole and one of the parts

shall be equal to the square on the other part.

Solve the problem algebraically. Interpret and construct

geometrically the second root so obtained.

Divide a given line so that one segment may be a geomet-

ric mean between the whole and the other.

In every triangle, the square on the side subtending either

of the acute angles, is less than the squares on the

sides containing tnat angle, by twice the rectangle

contained by either of these sides, and the straight
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line intercepted between the acute angle and the per-

pendicalar let fail upon it from the opposite angle.

In a triauglB ABC, if AD be drawn to the bisection of BC,
the difference between the square on BC and twice the
square on AC is double of the difference between jje

square on AB, and twice the square on lx>

7. If a straight line touch a circle, the straij-Tjn 'Jnc i^awn
fi-om the centre to the point of contact i^eui be per-
pendicular to the line touching the circle.

The locus of intersections of all pairs of tangents to a

circle which contain a given angle is a circle.

What is the magnitude of this angle, in order that the
circle may be double the original ?

8. The opposite angles of any quadrilateral figure inscribe 1

in a circle are together equal to two right angles.

What relation must exist between the sides of a quadi'ila-

teral in order that a cu'cle may be inscribed in it ?

Show that your relation is sufficient.

^^ If from any point without a circle two straight lines be
drawn, one of which cuts the circle, and the other
touches it ; the rectangle contained by the whole line

which cuts the circle, and the part of it without the

circle, shall be equal to the square on the line which
touches it.

Show that this proposition is an extension of HI, 35.

From a ^iven point without a circle show how to draw
(when possible) a line that will be divided by that

circle in Medial section.

10. Inscribe a circle in a given triangle.

When is one rectilineal figure said to be inscribed in an-
other.

11. In a right-angled triangle, if the perpendicular be drawn
from the right angle to the base ; the triangle on each
side of it are similar to the whole triangle and to one
another.

Cf nstruct geometrically the roots of the equation x{a—x)

=6- and give the geometric interpretation of the case

of equal and impossible roots that the jDroblem may
present.

12. To describe a rectilineal figure which shall be similar to

one given rectilineal figure and equal to another given
rectilineal figure.

MATRICULATION, 1873.

HONORS.

1. If a straight line falls upon two parallel straight lines, it

makes the alternate angles equal to one another, and
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the exterior angle equal to the interior and opposite

upon the same side, and also the two interior angles

upon the same side together equal to two right angles.

Vary the order of proof in this proposition by proving the

last statement first.

2. If a straight line faUing upon two other straight lines,

makes the interior angles upon the same side together

eqi-al to two right angles, the two straight lines shall

be parallel to one another.

Can this be inferred immediately from the 12th axiom ?

Give the reasons for your answer.

8. Any two sides of a triangle are together greater than the
third side.

A straight line is the shortest distance between two given
points.

4. In any right angled triangle, the square which is described

upon the side subtending the right angle, is equal to

the squares described upon the sides which contain

the right angle.

Any two parallelograms being described on two sides ol

any triangle, to describe on the third side a parallelo-

gram equal to their sum.
5. To describe a square that shall equal a given rectilineal

figure.

To divide a given straight line into two parts such that

their rectangle is equal to a given rectilineal figure.

What limitation must there be to the magnitude of the

given figure ?

6. If a straight line drawn through the centre of a circle bi-

sect a straight line in it which does not pass through
the centre, it shall cut it at right angles ; and, if it

cut it at right angles, it shall bisect it.

Describe three circles of given radii which shall touch
each other externally two and two.

7. In the above show that the common tangents meet in one
point, with which as centre, a circle may be described

passing through the three points of contact.

What proposition of Euclid does this con-espond to ?

8. If straight lines within a circle intersect in one point the

rectangle under the .segm-nts is constant.

W »at limitation mast be made to render the converse

true ? Prove the converse when true.

9. The opposite angles of any quadiilateral fi^re inscribed

in. a circle* are together equal to two right angles.

Deduce—Tlie angle in a semicircle is a right angle.

(Prop. 31 Bk. in.')

10. To de-ci il)e an isosceles triangle having each of the augle.^

at the base double of the third angle.
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A tangent to a circle is drawn at an angular point of an
inscribed regular pentagon, and a side produced
through that point, show that a straight hne making
equal intercepts on the tangent and the side produced,
is parallel to the tangent at one of the adjacent angu-
lar points.

11. To describe a circle about a given equilateral pentagon.
With an angular point of the regular pentagon as centre,

and a side as radius, describe a second chcle ; show
that the tangent to the first circle at a point of inter-

section of the circles meets the common diameter at a

point without the second circle.

12. In the above show that the distance from the above point
to the centre of the first circle is greater than the

diameter of the second cu-cle.

MATRICULATION, 1874.

HONORS.

*,* Nos. 1 and 3 to be omitted for Senior Matriculation
;

Nos. 12 and 13 to be omitted for Junior Matriculation.

1. Parallelograms upon the same base and between the
same parallels are equal to one another.

From the centre of a circle the radii OA, OB are

drawn, the tangents at A and B meet in (7; if OG be
bisected in D and DE be drawn perpendicular to OD
meeting OB in E, then AE will bisect the figure

OBCA.
2. In every triangle the square on the side subtendiag any of

the acute angles is less than the squares on the sides

containing that angle by twice the rectangle contained
by either of these sides, and the straight line inter

cepted between the perpendicular let fall upon it frov,

the opposite angle and the acute angle.

Construct a square that shall be equal to the difference

between the sum of the squares on two given straight

lines and the rectangle under these lines.

3. Through a given point to draw a straight line parallel to

a given straight line.

From a given point in the circumference of a circle to

draw a chord, when possible, that shall be bisected by
a given chord.

4. Find the sum of (1) all the interior angles of any recti-

lineal figure
; (2) all the exterior angles.

AB, CD the alternate sides of a regular polygon are pro-
duiv' I to meet in E, if AC, OE meet in F, being the
centre of the p/)lygou, show that AF.FCrz^^OF.F^
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5. To divide a given straight line into two parts, bo that the
rectangle contained by the whole and one of the parts
shall be equal to the square on the other part.

If AB be bisected in C and produced to a point D, such
that AC.CD=.AD.DB, then AD is divided in C7inthe
manner required by the proposition.

6. If from any point without a circle two straight Lines bo
drawn, one of which cuts the circle and the other
touches it, the rectangle contained by the whole line

that cuts the circle and the part of it without the circle

shall be equal to the square on the line that touches it.

Any number of circles pass through two given points A
and B ; shew that with any given point C in AB pro-

duced, as centre, a circle may be described cutting the
other circles at right angles, and find its radius.

7. To draw a straight line from a given point either without
or in the circumference which shall touch a given
circle.

Find the point in the line joining the centres of two circles

of different radii, such that if a perpendicular be
drawn through it, the tangents to the circles from any
point in this perpendicular may be equal.

8. The angle at the centre of a circle is double of the angle
at the circumference upon the same base, that is, upon
the same part of the circumference.

If a circle be described touching one of the equal sides of

an isosceles triangle at the vertex and having the
other side as chord, the arc lying between the vertex

and base is one-half the arc subtended by the chord.

9. If a straight line touch a given circle and from the point

of contact a straight line may be drawn cutting the
circle, the angles made by this line with the line

touching the circle shall be equal to the angles which
are in the alternate segments of the circle.

10. To inscribe an equilateral and equiangular pentagon in a
given circle.

If two diagonals of a regular pentagon intersect and a

circle be described about the triangle of which the

greater segments are two sides, two sides of the pen-

tagon which terminate at the other extremities of

these segments are tangents to the circle at these

points.

11. To describe a circle about a given square.

Find the relation between the areas of the circles

described about and inscribed in a given square.

12. If a straight line be parallel to the base of a triangle it

will cut the sides, or the sides produced, proportion-

ally, and if the sides, or the sides produced, be cat
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proportionally, the straight line which joins the poiuta

of section shall be parallel to the base.

13. To find a mean proportional between two given straight

Unes.

JUNIOE AND SENIOE MATEICULATION, 1875.

^% Junior Matriculants will omit questions 15 and 16, and
Senior Matriculants questions 12 and 13.

1. Define the terms axiom, postulate, schoUum, coroUory.

2. If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two
sides of the other, each to each, but the angle con-

tained by the two sides of the one greater than the

angle contained by the two sides equal to them, of the

other, tlie base of that which has the greater angle

shall be greater than the base of the other,

o. If a side of any triangle be produced, the exterior angle

is equal to the two interior and opposite angles ; and
the three interior angles of every triangle are together

equal to two right angles.

4. Triangles on equal bases and between the same parallels

are equal to one another.

5. If the square described on one of the sides of a triangle

be equal to the squares described on the other two
sides of it, the angle contained by these two sides is a

right angle.

6. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect each other, it is

a parallelogram : if the bisecting lines are equal it is

rectangular ; if the lines bisect at right angles it is

equilateral.

7. If a straight line be divided into two equal, and also into

two unequal parts, the squares on the two unequal
parts are together double of the square on half the

line and of the square on the liae between the points

of section.

H. Divide a straight line into two parts, so that the rectangle

contained b}' the whole and one of the parts may "be

equal to the square on the other part.

\). In the Algebraic solution of the preceding problem, we
obtain a quadratic equation which gives two values of

the uuknuwn quantity. Enunciate the Geometrical
proposition which corresponds to the other root.

1(». The sum of the squares on the diagonals of a parallelo-

gram is equal to the sum of the squares on the sides.

II. The opposite angles of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle

are together equal to two right angles.

i'J. The straight lilies bisecting the sides of a triangle at right

angles meet hi a noint.
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13. Construct a triangle, having given the middle points of sides.

14. Describe a circle about a given equilateral and equiangu-
lar pentagon.

15. From a given straight line to cut off any part required.
16. Similar triangles are to one another in the duplicate ratio

of their homologous sides.

TIME—3 HOURS.

1. Describe an equilateral triangle upon a given finite straight

line.

By a method similar to that used in this problem, describe
on a given finite straight line an isosceles triangle, the
sides of which shall be each equal to twice the base.

2. If a straight line fall on two parallel straight lines, it

makes the alternate angles equal to one another, and
the exterior angle equal to the interior and opposite
angle on the same side ; and also the two interior

angles on the same side together equal to two right

angles.

What objections have been urged against the doctrine of

parallel straight lines as it is laid dowTi by Euclid?
Where does the difficulty originate and what has been
suggested to remove it ?

3. In any right angled triangle, the squares described on the
sides containing the right angle are together equal to

the square of the side subtending the right angle.

Show, by describing a square on the outer side of one side,

and on the inner side of the other, that the two
squares thus described will cut into three pieces, so as
exactly to make up the square of the hypotenuse.

4. Divide algebraically a given hne (a) into two parts, such
that the rectangle contained by the whole and one
part may be equal to the square of the other. Deduce
Euclid's construction from one solution and explain
the other.

C). If two straight lines within a circle cut one another, the
rectangle contained by the segments of one of them
is equal to the rectangle contained by the segments
of the other.

If, tnrough a point within a circle, two equal straight lines

be drawn to the circumference^ and produced, they
will be at the same distance from the centre.

6. Explain and illustrate the fifth and seventh definitions in

the fifth book of Euclid, and shew that a magnitude has
a greater ratio to the less of two unequal magnitudes
than it has to the greater.

7. With the four lines contain a-j-o, a-\-c, a—&, a—c units

respectively, construct a quadrilateral capable of hav-
ing a circle inscribed i**-'^
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ProTe that no parallelogram can be inscribed in a circle

except a rectangle ; and that no parallelogram can be

described about a circle except a rhomb.
8. Similar triangles are to one another in the duplicate ratio

of their homologous sides. How does it appear from

EucUd that the duplicate ratio of two magnitudes is

the same as that of their squares ?

"FIRST CLASS PEOVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, JULY, 1876.

TIME—THREE HOURS.

N. B.—Algebraic symbols must not be used.

I. (a) The straight line drawn at right angles to the diameter

of a circle from the extremity of it, falls without the

circle ; and no straight line can be drawn from the

extremity, between that straight line and the circum-

ference, so as not to cut the circle. (Ill 16.)

(6) Draw a common tangent to two given circles. Hov
many can be drawn ? (Apollonius.)

9 (a) The opposite angles of any quadrilateral figure in

acribed in a circle are together equal to two right

angles. (Ill 22.)

(6) If straight lines be drawn from any point on the cir-

cumference of a circle perpendicular to the sides of an
inscribed triangle, their feet are in the same straight

hne. {M. F. Jacobi.)

9 (a) If the chord of a circle be divided into two segments
by a point in the chord or in the chord produced, the

rectangle contained by these segments wiU be equal to

the difference of the squares on the radius and on the

line joining the given point within the centre of the

circle. What propositions in Euclid follow immediate-
ly from this ?

(6) Describe a circle which shall pass through a given

point and touch two straight lines given in position.

{ApoUo7iius.)

4. (a) To describe an isosceles triangle, having each of the
angh^s at the base double of the third angle. (IV 10.)

(6) Construct a triangle having each of the anwles at the
l^iise equal to seven times the third angle,

5 '.I) If the vertical angle of a triangle be bisected by a

straight line wbich also cuts the base, the segments of

the base have the same ratio which the other sides of

'he triangle have to one another ; and, if the S( gmenta
..f the base have the same ratio which the other sides

*.f the triangle have to one another, the straight line
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drawn from the vertex to the jjoini of section shall

bisect the vertical angle. (VI 3.)

th\ The points in which the bisectors of the externa]
'

angles of a triangle meet the opposite sides, lie io

strai^rat line.
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SECOND CLASS CERTIFICATES, JULY, 1876.

TIME—THREE HOUBS.

8.

—

Algebraic symbols must not be used. Candidates ichn

take Book II will omit Questio'ns 1, 2 and 3, marked*-.

16 |*1. The angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are

equal to one another ; and if the equal sides be
produced, the angles on the other side of the base
shall be equal to one another.

3 Where does Euclid require the second part of this

theorum ?

16 *2. If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to

two sides of the other, each to each, but the
angle contained by two sides of one of them
greater than the angle contained by the two sides

equal to them of the other, the base of that which
has the greater angle shall be greater than the
base of the other.

6 Why the restriction " Of the two sides DE, DF, let

DE be the side which is not greater than the
other"?

16 *3. If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to

two angles of the other, each to each, and have
also the sides adjacent to the equal angles in each,

equal to one another, then shall the other side bo
equal, each to each ; and also the third angle of

the one to the third angle of the other. (Prove
by superposition.)

3 What propositions in Book I are thus proved ?

16 4. If a straight line fall upon two parallel straight

lines, it makes the alternate angles equal to one
another, and the exterior angle equal to the inte-

rior and opposite angle on the same side ; and
also the two interior angles on the same side

together equal to ^o right angles.

8 What objection may be taken to the twelfth axiom ?

2 What is its converse ?

16 6. In any right-angled triangle, the square which is

described on the side subtending the right angle

is equal to the squares described on the sides

which contain the right angle.

Prove also by dissection and superposition.

Draw through a given point between two straight

lines not pavallel a straight line which shall be
bisected in that point.

The perpendiculars from the angles cf a triangle on
the oppoi=it>o si.lc?; meet in a point.
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I

8. Given the lengths of the lines drawn from the

I angles of a triangle to the points of bisection of

the opposite sides, construct the triangle.

20 9. If a straight line be divided into two parts, the

square on the whole line is equal to the squares

on the parts, together with twice the rectangle

contained by the parts.

20 10. In every triangle, the square on the side subtending
an acute angle is less than the squares on the

sides containing that angle by twice the rectangle

contained by either of these sides, and the straight

line intercepted between the perpendicular let fall

on it frozu the opposite angle, and the acute angle.
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